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Terms:
Tint Portland Daily Fresh in published every
morning, (.Sundays excepted), at Sfi.OOper year^ advance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
each three monihs’ delay, and if not paid at the end
of the year the paper will b« discontinued
Single copies three cents.

Hates of A\dv©rti»inc:
Advertisements,
per square,
or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, 81.25 per square; 75 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
81.00; 50 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., uuder head of Amusements,
•<12.00 per square per week.
8pecial Notices, 91.50 per square for first week,
Transient

insertion.

charge

No

fifty

less than

Leoal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
1*ress (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisement* must be paid for In ad-

6.000 Sugar Box SHOOKS.
'
SPRUCE DIMENSION, all sizes.
DOORS. SASHES. BLINDS, LATHS, CLAPBOARDS—Fitted and Rough.
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.

ey All communications intended for the paper
directed to the Editors of the Press," aud
those of a business character to the Publishers.
should be

HT*The Portland Daily

oc30 d3ni

and

evening.
jy Job Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office or paper promptly transacted on application as
above

Wednesday Morning,

60 Tierces Musco\ atlo

Nov. 28. 1862.
n..o

DRY

EDWIN A.
Codmun Block

to-day in the hospitals, many of
seriously ill; three, Capt. Amos
Libby, Co. B, and Private Amos Kimball Co,
F, and Anson Higgins Co, K, have died within the last week. It may be consoling to those
who have friends here sick to know that they
are not neglected; everything in the way of
are

whom are

kind care and medical skill is done

OFFERS

•

for them

Our surgeons and Hospital steward (Mr. Chas. Packard) are true men and look faithfully after

those committed to their care.
Our log houses are nearly done

Manafaelmrct of

so that In
two more we shall go into comfortday
able winter quarters, after which I believe we
shall have but few new cases of sickness.

We have all kinds of camp rumors, one of
which Is that we are going into the city of

guard duty

this

winter.

Lieut. Carswell who was obliged to resign
on account of nephritic complamts with which

Dissolution of Copartnership.

will soon be able to

where may be found
the appetite.

Portland Match

IMPROVED

MATCH,

prepared
supply the trade in large or
small quantities with an article which we warrant
to
offered
in
the rnarkei, it br ing tlie
•Qjterior any
to

RELIABLE MATCH IN THE MARKET,

ONLY

of American

by

to

merit the confidence of their former

patrons and of the track* iu general.
No. 24 Fore Street,
N. B.
as there

Be

Foreign

Portland, He.

sure

name

FRONT

No. lOO C Commercial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—where we shall
keep constantly on hand,
Flonr,

Corn, Meal, Oat*, Rye,
Gronnd Hoc k Salt, Ac.

following incident was observed on the
byw gentleman while on his way east to
Pittsburg, Pa. Our lady readers will not need
to have the moral appended. On one seat was
a pale soldier, wan and weak, returning, as it
proved, from services in Arkansas, to be nursed by his mother, near Pittsburgh, whose only

At Wellsville most of the passeugers got out for refreshments. Some passengers carried food along and ate it in the cars;
but none offered anything to the soldier, who,
cither too weak to walk, or not having money
to spare, sat still, silent and alone. As tile train
was about starting, two middle-aged ladies
came iu, and opening a basket, began to eat a
bountiful lunch. From their conversation they
appeared to be from New England. They were
richly dressed, arid judging them to be aristocratic, the writer was not favorably impressed
with them. After a little while one of them,
castiug her eye forward, saw the soldier. She
stopped eating, and whispering a moment to
her companion, who nodded assent, she went
forward and conversed pleasantly with the soldier, ami returned for her basket, from which
she supplied him liberally with the best it contained. After eating all he desired, she wrapin a paper aud gave him euough to last
iiim home. After eating the remains in the
Basket herself, she sat down by his side and
talked pleasantly with him most of the way to
Pittsburgh. The writer conceived there were
few dry eyes among those who saw what had
passed. Was not that woman one of the true
aristocracy ? Whether the needed food, or the
kind manner and conversation of the lady was
most refreshing to the long time homeless
patriot, or whether both were not equally so, we
leave the reader to decide.

to mv

BATH

FROST,
ADDJSuN FRYE.

Portland. Nov.' 1.1*02.

W.

nov3 tf

C. BRADLEY.

Headquarters

!

GREAT EXCITEMENT

Kesidence

rear of til
on baud

Congress street, keeps

stantly

COFFINS

York Herald, represents Lord Palmerston

163 !ATiddle Street.

all the various kinds of

AND

Now

MILITARY

GOODS,

N

best

CASKETS,

Summer
Is

Clothing

selling, regardless of Cost,

AT BURLEIGH'S.

Style,

ARE AT-

C.

II.

MILITARY

BLAKE'S,

UNIFORMS,

No. 30 U N IO N 8 T It E E T.
And will be «oId

cheaper

the

than

For
at

city.

any other

place in

;

if'arm. Cold and Shower Bathe, ff'nsh Hotels, Braes
and Silver Plated ( ocks,
of Water Fixture for Dwell*
J iug Houaea, Hotels, 1’ublic Buildings, Ships, fcc.,
and
set
in
the
best manner, and all orup
arranged
ders in town or
faithfully executed. All
country attended
kinds of Jobbing
to.
Constantly on hand. Lead lMpe* and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Bumps of all kinds.
jul\2AJly

Description

I^VKRY

promptly

Trunks I Trunks!
VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,

E. C. HYDE, Secretary.
d6in

INSURANCE."

Carpet-Bags,
DURAN'S

car. af Exchange St..
PORTLAND, ME.,
following First Class Insurance Co’»:

A

Fashionable Stock of the above

LAKt.K and

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.

uuLumg

umt

wuuiu ms uiuri'

able to the continent of Europe, than that by
some policy of ours we should
bring the combined power of North and South down upon
us.
A false step on the part of the government might cause this any
day. as matters
have gone in this civil strife, and therefore the
utmost care must be taken to walk
warily.
Better a thousand times that the whole distress of Lancashire should devolve
upon the
consolidated fund than that a war to the knife
should be risked with the whole continent ol
America. North and South, at the bottom of
their hearts, hate us intensely; and, as in
France, nothing would more surely unite all
parties than a war with England, so in America a declaration of war
against the old country would rally hundreds of thousands to the
Union who now do their utmost to shatter it

SHOW-CASES. DESKS, AND DRAWEE-WORK
Of every description, including Taylor's SelvSucpmiTixcj Drawer, the In st kind ever made.
7 P" All orders for Kepairing Furniture, Varnish*
ing. Upholstering, Chair Seating, t,lazing, Ac
promptly attended to.
jul31tl'

size
F>Ii

PORTRAITS OK

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership which has existed between tho
subscribe! ..under t lie name of E. SHAW A
CO.,
was dissolved

annexed of the estate of
EDWARD K JORDAN
Westbrook.in the
of Cumberland, de(rivtn* bond as the law directs; be there»!'<> arc indebted to the
said deceased a estate. to make
immediate payment:
ana those> who have
any demand* thereon to exhibit
the name for settlement to
HIRAM
AM H DOW

on

the 27th

Junior

ultimo, bv mutual cousent
EATON SHAW,
WM. VV. LOTHKOP.

No. 88 Middle Street,
will continue the bueinee* an unual at
where a large assort incut of

BOOTS,

can

be obtained at-

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold

so as

to warrant entire sat-

isfaction to the purchaser.

R UBBE

RSj

qualities, may be found at LOW
,«■ *n«|>atrouage of former customer! and
the public generally is
respectfully solicited.
Manufacturing aud Hkpaibing to order.
*.

W. W. LOTHKOP.

novli d3w

WRY FISH.

uov

k/k QTS Large and Small COD, POLJVJ lock, hake and haddock.
DANA A CO.

IS eod A wow22

Wharf
becemher

Dated at for lam! thin twentv-aixfbdar of

ter. A. D., 19tB.

Bo».

at Wholesale and Retail. His old friends and customers are invited to give Rim a call.
(aug30-8m

V. S. Waralitil's Xollre.

With Two Ovens

Ushtep State* or Axzbica, I
Ithtric* of ktmine, ss.
f

rhe greatest of modern improv ements in the line of

Monition, from the Hoe. Aahnr
PURSUANT
Wart-Judge of the United States District Court,

Ooolt Stoves,
EVER

OFFERED

TO

within ami for the Di.trict of Milne. I herebv
give
notie.- that the following Libel, have been
in said Court, via: A Libel again.!

Barstow Stove

Ten Thousand Four Hundred

Company,

England.
The senior partner of the Company, whose experience of nearly a quarter
ofaceutury in the Stove
Manufacture, says -that by an
TIGHT

Five Hogshead* of

M.

on

STOVE

stove so perfectly fitted as to place the
draft of the stove entirely within the control of the
person using it; enabling him to preserve either a
wood or coal tire for
many hours, by simply closing
the draft slide, thus
great economy in time,
uid in cost of fuel, a- well a- avoiding the dust consequent upon rekindling.
wo mean a

ROASTING AND BAKING.
But the novel—the peculiar feature ot the MODEL
COOK—that which distinguishes it ftrow all others—
is the addition of a Ventilated Boasting Oven withii
the body oi the stove and in front of the tire; so arranged that it can h#u*ed separately for roasting, or
by the removal of a simple plate) iu connection with
the larger oven for baking.
Wherevor these stoves have been used, they have

f

FRUIT,

rr.nr.HAi*

F. A.

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS
AND TRIMMING GOODS
unlimited in quantity, quality or price, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.
Are

Buyers will do well to look at our stock before purchasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great
rise

on

J.

!

Stoves,

Furnaces and

In persons of all ages, no medicine ha* ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually doe*
it work and at the same time leave* the bowel* in an

Ranges,

active, healthy condition,

Complete

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrhtra or any irregularities of the bowels. *J1 othremedies are insignificant, as compared with

Assortment of

er

GOODS,

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

Krgistm, Ventilator*., Ac.
-ALSO.

goods.

Marble

That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
or stomach, or mothers suffering fVom nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of

AGIST FOR-

Pipe.

Lancaster

Work.

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

II.

C.

A

SON,

Foreign and Domestic

GOODS,

lUiO Middle Street,
Would inform the

S.

B.

pubiic

that having
stock of

GO

purchased

the

WELL,

And taken the store recently occupied by him, (129
Middle Street,) are
to furnish Mr. Lowell's
former customers, as well as their own friends and
the public, with

prepared

on

10>3 ^Middle Sti'eet,
JOSIAH BURLEIGH.

Portland, July 22, 1862.

d6m

WARREN
General Agent

SPARROW,

for the

State

of

Maine.

Office No.74 Middle st.,opposite Postottue.
Portland, Oct. 17, 18(3.
ocl7 diw

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,
and at AS LOW PRICKS as the same quality and
stvle can be purchased, at any other
the

city.

t-y No trouble to show goods: call and
purchasing elsewhere.

And

Pension*.
is

Hack Fay. Ac., tor heirs ot Officers
u the U. S. service.

invalid

or

Soldier#

Pensions,

place’in
see

before
oclS

Ponsions
Procured for widow* or children oi Officers and Soliiers who have died while in the service of the UdJ>
led States.
Frize Money, Tensions, Bounty and Back Pay o<*
ccted for Seameuand their heirs.
Fees, for each Tension obtained, Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will rece
prompt attention.
•
Tost Office addre##

SETH F. REED?
(Office No. 9 State House.)

Augusta. Me.

REFERENCES:

dou. Lot M. Morrill,
U. S. Senate,
dou. James G. Blaine,

sep20UL wlitf

Hon.

1IOWKB* COUGH PILLS.

Joseph B. Hall,
Sec’v of State,

Hou. Nathan Dane.
State Treasurer.

,

That for a Tightness or Wheeling in the ( heat
Pains in the side, or a long standing Hack, the beet
remedy is
HOWE’S COUGH PILLS.
That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent fn
case* of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Continued
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict in fav or of

dyiiig

Established for Officers and Soldiers. wounded or
iisahled by sickness contracted while in the service
)f the United State*, in the line of duty.

—DEALERS IN—

DRY

Honey, Buck Fay,

Bounty

prepared to obtain from tho
Government, $100 Bounty Money,

PORTLAND. ME.

LOVELL

StOO

IIE undersigned
r|l
A United States

Pearl and Federal Sts*.

je23tf

j

That for Coughs. Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief as

Hall.

AH kinds of TIN and SHEET IRON WORK
lone to order, at abort notice.
»ov20

Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Chimney Pieces. Monumental Work and

Corner of

UNDER

give

Grindstones.

IT

furnished

septlO—3m

R. T ii o in p s o
prepared to receive ordors for

Forfeiture,

Further information will be cheerfully
application bv mail or otherwise to

invited to

are

a*

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

rhe Vetrified Water and Drain

Marble,

i
!
i

Cough Pill*,

the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, th
fact ha* been established, litat lor the cure of

celebrated Barstow Stove Co.

From the

HOUSE FURNISHING

Is

in its Risks, and Safe Investtnents, characterize its management.

ISSUED A LARGER NUMBER OF LIFE
POLICIES DURING THE YEARim.THAN
ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE
UNITED STATES.

(TRE

By

—DEALER IN—

VEGETABLES,

public

Marble
I

Economy—Care

to

SUMMER

Howe*’

HOWARD,

sis.,

And Country Produce,
Cy* His friends and the
him a call.

TWolve Hundred Thousand Dollars.

subject

Invalid* !

foil rage
CLEMS'

BAKER,

Family Groceries,

PROVISIONS,

giuce its organization to
Creditors of the Assured,

and upon which the premiums cease at the end often
years, whereby under any and alt circumstances the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original design of
the assured be attained, either in whole or iu part, iu
exact proportion to the amount of
premium paid.
No better evidence is needed of the prosperity and
successor this Company than the fact shown by the
recently published oHieial reports, viz: that

Molasses,

by

the Collector of the District of Pa*«amathe tenth day of September la*t part, at
auoddy,
Kobbiuston, in said District.
Which seizure* were for breache* of the laws of
the United State*, a* is more particularly net forth in
said Libels; that a hearing and trial will be had
thereon, at Portland, on the First 7Wstint/ of Dc~
ctmber nrrt. where any persons iuteioted therein,
may appear ami show cause, if any can be shown,
wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit.and
disposed of according to law.
Dtled at Portland, tIds eighteenth day of November, A. D. 11*3.
F A QUIN BY.
UT. S. Deputy Marshal. District of Maine.
novlS edtd
seized

-ALSO-

aai n.i.iur.

ur

Choice

TWO MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.

It is a purely mutual company, all its profits
being
divided among its members aunuallv.
In addition to all the various forms of Whole
Life. Short Term, Endowment and Annuity
policies which it issues, we invite special attention to
a new feature iu Life Insurance introduced
by this
Company somo two years since, viz: the issuing of

Cigar*,

•eired bv the Collector of the Di.trict or Portland
and » almonth, on the ninth dav of
September laat
past, at Portland, in said district;
A Libel against

Whose Castings stand unrivalled throughout New

AIR

died

public

PVBL1C.

THE

Manufactured by the

A
ur.n

New York Life Insuranee Conip y,
Established in 1846—Net Capital over

Strict

Marvhal,
District of Maine.

27—dedt*

DLARRHCLA UK DYSENTERY

J.

It is one of the Oldest, Safest and most Successful
Life Companies in the United States, and affords to
wishing to participate iu the benefits of Life
usurance, advantages not excelled, and in some respects not equalled by any other iu this country.

Xovem-

r a QunrBT,
U. S. Depntv

FOR SALE BY

FAMILY GROCERIESj

Mutual Life Insurance.

Life Policies not

-AND-

P'ir80.n"

awSw*

-Ever offered in Maine,

the old stand,

SHOES,

U.iiTgn State* or Amebica, I
l>i*frict of Maine, ...
)
furmant to an Interlocutory Order of uj«. to me
directed, from the Hon. Aihur Ware. Judge of the
United State* District Court, within and lor the District of Maine, I .hall exp<wc and veil al rnblio Voodoe to tha highcat bidder therelor the
following
property and merchandize, at the time and place
withiu .aid Diatrict. a. (bllowa, via
At Long
In I’ortlaiid, on Tuesday llie xecoml da> of
neat, at eleven o’cloek, A. M,. the Schoowe* Sraaa
E Bkowj, her taeklr.
apparel IC't fnmilorr. the
*ame having been ordered to be .old bv the
DiMriet
Court of the United State, for the DUtrict of Maine

rJTlie Model Cook!

prime

d&wtf

Company has paid
THIS
Widows, Orphans and
upwards of

RIPLEY.
CIikI Urdnanoc.

UPn

Terms of sale, CASH

No. 183 Fore Street. Portlaud.
Keep* constantly on hand a general assortment ot

fersons

Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods,

Partner, having purchased

Eaton Shaw's interest in the Shoo Storo at

County

Westbrook, JTov. 18,1862.

READY-MADE CLOTHING,

THE

«£,«**.
(
subscriber hereby gives ipublic notice to all
that tie bus been
and
taken upon hnuseir the trust of duly appointed
Administrator with
tiie will

The largest and best selected stock of

AND-

ing

JjtHE

every description, made to order and warranted

LANDSCAPES of any

or style dosired—latest
patterns and best
workmanship— made to order by
MORRISON A CO.,'26, Market Square

The

.A- concerned,

Of

WORK,

Brig

!'• S. aanhal's Sale.

POKTLAM).

to fit.

♦Jilt Crumps.

in pieces.”

The Courier de l’Ain mentions the followcurious fact: At Thourette, in that department, the cure, who is now ueerly eighty years
of age, has always insisted, for the last
thirty
years, that the parents of every child he baptised should plant a fruit tree of some kind or
other.
The result is that this commune,
which was formerly
very unproductive, now
presents the appearance of an immense orchard.

CUSTOM

JAS. W.

of
liouse, promises to spare no pains to
accommodate its former patrons, as well as
his old friends and the public
generally.
Having hail an
experienced'sixteen years,
he thinks he can now keep a hotel.'*
This house is one of the best in the
city, and very
pleasantly located on Congress, corner of Green
Street.
Portland. Aug. 23. 1881.
d3wAwSm

PtTRINTON,

JOHX

and Marine Ins. Co.,
Of l’rovideuce.
Perfect Security, which ought always to be the
first consideration in effecting insurance, is here offered to the public, at the Unrest rates oj premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office iu “Boyd's Building," opposite Poet Office.

DEALER IN-

-C. II. B.also manufactures-

apm'*

Projectile*."

—A5D—

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

saying:

ar-

iY tides mav be found at this establishment, com*
pricing every description for a traveling outfit.
dBm
J. ft. DURAN.
July SO, 1962.

Equitable'Ftre

as

MANUFACTORY,

No. 105 MIDDLE STREET.

Reliei Fire Insurance C ompany.
Of New York.
Cash Capital aud Surplus, $260,000.

officers, made to order, from the best material,
dispatch, and at low prices.

will bo addressed to the undersigned at
and will be endorsed -Proposal*

nov‘.»—tD9

securing

-at-

National Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus, $600,000.

with

Wr

to

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

One Risk.

Jane 23.

Proposal*

Washington C.tv,

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVING assumed the proprietorship
this

A.

-MAKER OF-

7 4 Middle,

of the

cause.

any

AN AIR TIGHT STOVE

PEARCE,
PLUMBER,

Of New York.

To be found iu this city, of every
description, finished and trimmed

In the ^STeatest

CHASE BROTHERS A ( Om

WILLIAM

Republic Fire Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus, $312,000.

COFFINS
—AND—

Ofllcr

Agent
EOR SALE vAT BURLEIGH'S.

dtf

WARREN SPARROW,

Of ©very description,

«'ITV HOT Cl..

t

St.

-AND-

FIRE

line,

in

And will make to order
anything of this kind that
may be ordered, at short notice, from the cheapest to
the very rest. By giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and
trimming
of the above, 1 can furnish them
cheaper than any
one else.
Aug. 0, 18*2.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.

T n e

Bath, July 3.1862.

LEWIS,
Square, h'(l Preble

IMPORTERS,

John Patten,
Wm. Drummond, (J. E. R. Patten,
Oliver Moses,
Sam’l I. Robinson, E. K. Harding,
M. F. Gannett, Arthur Scwall,
J. P. Morse,
J. li. Me Lei lan, Lewis Blackmer,
P%vid Patten,
Jas. F. Patten, S. A. Houghton,
«#. C. Jameson.
E. K. HARDING, President,

CASKETS,

ped

of the New

con-

ttl ULVHitt S,

that

of Tiis business he
furnished this well-known liouw anew, ami is
now better than ever
to
wait upon hH cusprepared
tomers, and
by strict atteutiou to their wants
to merit aeontfuuauoe of the
patronage which he has
hitherto received.
K. t. MAYO.
iVtsadtunkeag. June 28. 18«2. •
d&wtf
[mm

Photograph,

*epf>—3m

DIRECTORS:

AT

friend*. ami the
during the temporarv

*‘Ui»erous

Mcompulsory suspension

AND (i EXE RAJ. COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

they

any

or

Widgery’a Wharf, Portland, Me.,

And that
are prepared to make insurance on the
mutual principle, against marine risks, not exceeding

JOIES P. SLEEPER,
FURNISHING UNDERTAKER,
No. Ill Exchunge Street, Portlnnd,

\

YOU

July 14th, 18B5.

President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
C ompany give notice that their
Stock amount* to

$10,000 in

....

|iGBS>lt>ul>lic K'Mu’rad.v.

TR1SK A
527 Market

MUTUAL

#300,000

afteruath delivery.
with approved surety, wiil be
required for
the fafTnfiil perlbrmanee of contracts
No bid will be entertained unlew it be
accompanied
b> *u aU.daxit from the tarty malting it, to the effect
that he 1* an iron founder, and that if hi® bid to acthe
will
be made at hi* foundry_
cepted,
projectiles
naming it and its location; and the right to reserved
to reject any and all bid* if deemed tin-atisfactorv for

May<».
Proprietor.
PASSADUMKEAG, MAINE.
cfiaTHE subscriber would very respectfully an-

Portlaud.

Ambrotype

FITTING,

manner.

THE
Marine Insurance
Latest (Yom

Y'j. G.

DO

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAUOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.

Capital

Maiue-dHighltiil-

MUTUAL HOI Si:,

not fail to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satisfaction, at price* tliich defy competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrotype* nntif
( ents.

marine Insurance Company.

NEW REOBUITS WANTED!

he was.

correspondent

Best

INSURANCE.

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

Feed,

customers.

OF

Works© Union St., and 233 & 235 Pore St.,
PORTLAND. ME.
JnUdtf

Messr*. Flost & Frye having leased mv Mill and
purchased my stock and trade, I cheerfully recommend them

IP

Retail.

GAS

of the healthiest

one

the coast of

hopes

-V"—L_ I

AM ARIA II

The

373 CoRfrera Street,
augldtf

Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections, Wholeor

on

lo

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,
STEAM AND

UNION FOREVER!

PALME It’S
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS,

-WANT THE-

Done in the best

FRYE,

A

localities

lj situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
The Sagadarocx is one of the finest, most
spacious. and bed apfiointcd Hotels in the .State, located
within thaw.- minutes walk of ttie
Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office. Custom House. Ac., being directly in the business cootie of the City.
Term* Moderate by the Week or Day.
Bath, June 28,1882.
dtf

SPKCntB.V LIMBS MA )' BF. SFFY AT

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
sale

and have taken Store

THE City of Bath is

dlf

-AGENT FOR-

J. L. WIJVSLOW, Agent,

Steam

Old Frame* Itotiili,
BENF.WKD by
MORRISON k CO.

Proprietor,

BATH, MAINE.

Sheet Gutta Percha for Splint*,
AND CRUTCHES,
FOR SALE.

Me.

dtf

Carr,

1

p

SAGAIMIMMK HOUKE,
Alfred

-ALSO.-

JcAStf

MANUFACTURER

style of

and

I

Watch-Maker,

Dry Goods,

Bath, June 23, 18*12.

Cloths,

pt, 24,1(W2.

S.

Proposals.
_

Stable connect***

day.

Clerk.

Obdranck Orri< k. War Dkpartxot, I
Was HI ROTOR. November 34. 1.102.
{JEAI.F.D PRopos \LS will be received by this
Department, ui.nl 4 o clock. P. M on theuintto
dav of December next, for the mai uiactnre and
deliver)- of the following projectil***, viz:
5.000 ten-inch Solid Miot
1.000 Afteen-itieh Shells.
l.Ouo hl>een«inch Battering Shot
The projectiles to be made of tie kind of metal
and inspected after the rule* laid down in Oe
Urdnance Manual, with the
eveeptiou of the liattcniif
.Shot, which must be made of what If known
a*goii
metal. Drawing* of these
projectile* ran be seen at
the principal arsenals of the United
State*, at the
Ordnance Agency, No 45 Worth street. New
York,
and at this office.
The proj«'Cti’«-* are to lx- delivered. free of
charge
for transportation, at the United States
arwnaJ. on
l^and.New York harbor, where they
will be Insfxcted; and all snch a*
maybe rejected
must be removed,
by the contractor, linnu Uiatelv
alter the inspection or each
deliver)
Bid' will lx? received for anv
portion of the quantity required, not lew than OhO ot any one kind. Deiiyertof to be mad-a* follows: One tenth of each
kind, within thirty day* after notification ot
acceptance ol bid, and not less than one tenth
a«-ekiy thereafter until all shall be delivered.
will
be made by tlw Treasury Dcpartnent
Payment
on the ii'dal certificate* of
inspection ami receipt,
v

with house.

full assortment of

a

per

City

0-9

pleas-

or

386, Washington St., Rath.

•t*Terms $!

having been

Nov. 28. 19(12—Approved bv the Mavor.
Alte*1:
J * Ii£AI ii

By C. M. PL II M M KB.

j

Apothecary,

L. J. CROSS,

day associated ourselves together

Portland, Nov. 1, 1802.

cars

Wholesale Dealers in

BOSTON,

L. H. TI’H OTIB,

dly
Portland.

—

In City CorjrciL, Xov. 24. 1M2.
read twice piuseti to be or-

_

This bill

daiued.

HOTEL,

BATH

pealed
.Section 2. That •ectfons !ft. 2f>, 21 22 and 28. of the
Wtriaed Ordinance# on Health he. and the name are
hereby revived and in full force, provided, that any
person mae cause hi# own rwU! to be r« moved in t*ucn
manner as he deem
proper, upon i.btainiiig therefor,
a permit from the
And the City Clerk
City Clerk
sliall keep a record ot the peimii# so
granted.

House,

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland, Aug. 19, 1*62.
dtf

selected Stock of

well

that he has leased the above

ments he hold* out to those whose business
ure call them to the “Forest City.*’

AT No. 0$ EXCHANGE STREET.

EXCHANGE STREET,

141 Middle Street.

■

to make tlieni up at short notice.
( all and Sec,

prepared

I'ortUmj,

N. B.—All work being promptly and personally attended to, is warranted to give thorough satisfaction.

No*. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Alfred Woodman,
Seth B. lleraey,
Charles Bailey.
aug20d&wtf

AND

CopsirtiiPrsliip Notice.
have this

And is

N A VY

Tailor,

AND

large and

Military

Me.
je23tr

Portland, Aug. 6. 1862.

gx

W. T. BROWN A CO.

d3w

WEunder the

R. P. M. G.

Lady.”

98

THOS. II. POOR.

and Domestic

a

Al«o

Portia ml.

A. D. REEVES,

part of the city, free

Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings 1

-r

AN 1)

public

on Federal Street, Portland, and invite*
the travelling community to call and see if
he knows ’how to keep a hotel.*’ Clean,
liry rooms, good beds, a well-provided table, attentive servants and moderate charges are the induce-

Tailor,

YORK

BY

.MAMFACTIEERS AMI JOBBERS OF C10IR1VS,

and get t lie POR TLANI) MA TCH,
are other matches offered to the trade
purto
l»e
our
match. We have uo connection
porting
with guy other manufactory.
nov25

stock of

WOODMA\, TRIE & CO„
and

NEW

Champlin.

THK undersigned respectfully informs the

Portland.

11A8 JUST RETURNED FROM

*—

I

II OISE."

“ELM

REEVES,
Tlie

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT.

dispensary

Importers

Ja'sl*.

Commercial Sired.

Drags, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

Use,

being impaired by ace, dampness or change
of climate; and the proprietors, ever grateful for liberal natrouage received, feel confident that, by giving their persona! attention to the manufacture,they

I).

MERRILL’S WllARF,

HEAD OF

POOR,

JcMtf

A.

a^follaies

Section 1. That an Ordinance entitled "An Ordinance amending the Ordinance on Health.”
approved Juue 4th, I960, be and the Mine is hereby re-

dtf

hotel's.

sepG—3m

—

Be it ordained by the Mayor,
Aldermen, and Common Council of the 1 itu
of Cortland, in City Council assembled.
:—

53 Exchange Street

A.W.PORTFR.

KENNEY,

Goods delivered iu auy

Corn, Flour and Grain,

ARMY

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

not

will continue

EATABLES to

well selected

CHA8. F. t'KOSMAK.

manufacture, for

Sen

large and

Me.

relating to an Ordinance onOrdinance amending the Ordinance

‘aVu

Health.’'

on

IIA LI. L DAVIS.

KINDSj

Market,

ofcharge.

merchants,

Q. Twitchell. julSldfim

taken

tention to their

W. H.

dly

DEALERS IN

75 Middle Street,
store,
(Fox Block,) and respectfully invite public at-

HAVE

titled

8eot.27.lR62.

Not. 2)4 A 6 Warren

AIJIUM' Wi:BIt Sc CO.,

Drug Store!

CROSJUAX A

Portland,

One Than,and Eight Hundred and

Year

TACTICS,

Army Regulation*.

PRODUCE,

MEATS OF ALL

and

With

iy Meals served to order, Day and Evening.
He hope* by good attendance to business, and polite attention to customers, to merit a share of public
novl4 «Mw*
patronage.

Company.

fTUIE undersigned having assumed the business of
Jl the late firm of Brown He Perkins, and having
increased our lacilitics for the manufacture of our

of

COUNTRY

Tn the

Sixty-tiro.

CASEY'S U. S.

W. II. KENNEY A t o.,

85 Commercial St., opp. Thomti* Block,

Street,

variety

a

|

FRUIT, VEGETABLES,

iepfi—8m

TWITCIIELE A CH AMPLE*,

John

accrued interest till their payments for the same
The right to reject proposals not deemed
satislhctorr
will be resened.
HENRY I* LORD. Treasurer
nov25 odtdccd

eoddm

NEW EDITION OF

GROCERIES,

391 Congress Street,

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,

respectfully inform his friends and the
generally, that he has opened the above

TIME’ Et ,he
of luieresi or firm
PEE CEyr. per annum Tim Bonds will be
dated
Deccmbei 1. 18*2, and issue*! iu sums of *600
aud
81000, with semi-animal ioupoaa, both payabla In
l'ortland, and purchasers will be required to’ pav the

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce, Ac.,

Portland, Auy. 9.1302.

AND DEALERS IN

JOSEPH P. TAYLOR

gratify

AND

Tailor,

Commission

New

we are now

LOT—JUST OUT

No. 51 Fore

OTICE Is hereby given that the copartuersnip
IN hitherto cxiaj|ajr between the subscribers under
the firm name of BROWN k PERKINS, is dissolved by mutual eoi«*eut on this 25th day of October.
The affairs of the late (inn will be settled by W. T.
Brown k Co.
W. T. BROWN.
ROB'T li. PERKINS.
Portland, Oct. 20, I8d2.

return home.

“

Block. Temple Street,

FAMILY

PR0VISIOXS,

EXCHANGE STREET.

93

Burnside Eating Saloon!
WOULD
public

given toT’L’TfING

A. D. REEVES,

CAP!

™

o»

New Works !

DEALERS IK-

PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS' GARMENTS, by

HARRIS’,

Saloon,

E, CHOICE

Boys, Boys, Boys.

novlD2wedis

Linens, Hosiery, Gloves, Ac., Ac.

DOVl tf

DEALERS IN-

Hair
and

attention

FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS.

MEDICINES,

--

F URNITTJ H

Opposite Post Office.

Blanket*,Quilt', Sheeting*,Flannel*,

or

A Genuine

AT

Cloaks,Miau ls, DressGoods,

here that could be done anywhere.

Yours, *c.,

NEW

Temple Street,

....

}

purchase
pfTtoii<f*
municipn1

Juue24. 1862,

JOII\SO> A CHEMERY,

Maltreshcs renovated. Furniture revarnished. Chair* re-caned in an imSecond-hand Furniture bought,
proved
gold or exchaugod.
juI30dflaa

JOINVILLE,

SKATING

Mr.

OS

P_VVednejdar,

SEAVEY.

M.

»
office, Xov £*>
I
AI.H will bo receive! at ltd.
uutu
Dec. SU, at 12 odock 11 for Ibo
l-ned bv tlie (tty of Port'and for
purpose# to the amount of

ROI

Framing,

Physician* and Families supplied with Medicines and
>ooks
Cfses renewed ami vials refilled.

I

PAINE.
HOW,

HENRY L.

WILLIAM C.

_

Loan to the City of Portland.
< 1TY or
CORTLAND,
Treasurer*#

the above store by

For sale at

manner.

—AND—

MARRETT,

Cod man
novll 3wi*d&w21

of the pies must have been highly seasoned
with nqua titce to say the least.
Within the past two weeks the sanitary condition of the Regt. has sadly changed, Some

long been troubled,

DE

001)8,

his large and desirable stock of WINTER DRY GOODS at the very lowest ruling rates for prices, and solicit* an examination of
the same from the public who are iu want of

)

capacious boxes I canuot say, not
of the fortunate ones, but judging
from the happy shouts, and merry songs, which
enlivened the camp ground last evening, some

OTased^by
lioaK

^

%V
paired

dly

JCST RECEIVED

one

to do Provost

0

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

Opposite Smith’s Wharf.Portlakd,

SPRING-BEDS, MA TTRESSES, PE IF-CUSHIONS, fc., Ifr.
148 Exchange Street, Portland.

STREET,

Portland, August 6,1802.

.lot,

«

found in the

a ucio u

AND

Av

ic., If.,

Done neatly as usual.

CO.,

Roofing Slate,
Oommercial Street,

27;3

VjOnnge§, Bedstead*,

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

Book •Binding and Picture

Coal, Wood and

PABkFr,

F.

Piper Han.nnjs Fane; Ms,

I

August*, Oct M, ltm*. f
aujcumpd session of the Executicr < imncil
will be held *t the
Council Chamber, in AugustE*
°?**onday, the first dav of Deocmtier next.
JOSEPH B. II Al.L,
****;.
"cZ>l1l<l
Secretary of State.
A

THOS. LYNCH.

(Formerly WILLIAM C. HOW ft CO.,)

UPHOLSTERER

“Antietam !”

EDWIN A. MAR RETT,

pastry, fruit and poultry, gladened the hearts,
and burdened the stomachs of the fortunate
recipients of these welcome donations from
distant friends.
Whether any bottles were

f

A. D. REEVES,

UKKh,

HENRY L. PAINE fc

■Sugar Refinery,
WILblAHI

Cut, made and trimmed by

98

2K

Some five four-horse loads of

The Paris

MOODT.
eodtf

of

Ladies’ Riding Habits, &c.,

Vermont Butter.

December 3,1662.

P/ID/... D.s..._VnslAwIsc

son

application

PKLEO BA

FRANKLIN C

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
Je28dtf

Coats, Pants, Vests, Jackets,

"

TUBS Prime, for sale by
O
J. F. WEEKS & CO.

Camp “Tom Casey” Arlington Heights, (

he has

the

attention to

Pidire Frames,

-Dealers in-

—

160 Bbls. Clear Pork,
80
M.-ss
40 Bbls. Leaf Lard.
for sale by
HOPHXI EATON,
uov3 lrnd
No. 1 Central Wharf.

Letter from the Maine 25th.

Washington

personal

Devotes

State of Maine.
Executive Department,

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,

MERCHANTS,

je23dtf

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,
,

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,

Maine State

Office, in Fox Block, No. 82J Exchange
Street, is opeu at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o'clock in the morning to 9 in the

a

ANDREW T. DOLE.

SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC STOCKINGS constantly on baud.
isocl8
tyThe Poor liberally considered.

HoIjisscs, Fork and Lard.
Q/~\ I111D8. Sweet Clayed Molasses,
OU 25
Trinidad

LYNCH,

PORTLAND. Me

O F FI C l A L.

Has removed his stock of

GRANITE STOKES,.... COMMERCIAL STREET, :
TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
(Opposite bead of Widgery’i Wharf,)
SText door above the British and American
Kxpress
Jttice, where he will accommodate all who may be in
Portland* Me.
nnt of goods in his line, at v<*ry low prices.
JOHN

No.. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

THOS. G. 1.0RING,
A potliocnr y

TRUSSES to Adults and Children.

COMMISSION

J

S. II. COLES WORTHY,

G-rocers,

AND

FLOUE, CORN AND PRODUCE,

June 23.

AND-

RUFU8 DEERIXG,
Hobson’s Wharf, foot of High Street.

merchants,

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

LYNCH A CO.,

"WYiolesale

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

on

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

-also-

Press

forty

one

Commission

Either would be exchanged for a
House.
For particulars please apply at 127 Middle Street,
Portland.
N. I. MITCHELL.
nov4eodtf

New Winter

to the 25th Me.

and

JOHN

GENERAL

good Dwelling

200 Bbls. Choice Brand FLOUR, for family use, by

vance.

beiug

1”e Shlppiu*

stand for

NO 130

BUSINEvSS CARDS.

MOODY]

*

11

Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
eno

LU *

300 OOO BOARDS*"

for three insertions

per line for
cents.

,

JOHN LYNCH & CO.

—a i. so—
one on Spring

Land,

Two Lots of
Spruce street.

good

A

finished for a Store.
a family Grocer.

I'OB SALE.

91.00

81.00 per week after.

TILE HOL*SE on the corner of Prospect ami Casco streets—the basement

No. 4 Galt Block.

18,1863 —Sw

Nov.

DOLE

For Sale.

Ship Plank.
quality Beach and Maple Ship I’lank,
I Mtofirst
be sawed to order. For sale by

W

BUSINESS CARDS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Choice Vermont Butter
RECEIVED, «nd for sale bv
C. C. CHAPMAN ft CO.,

No. 82J EXCHANGE STBEET,
FOX BLOCK, by

FOSTER,

N. A.

PRESS,

1862.

HOWES' COUGH PILLS
CLEM’S SUMMER CURE is a ph asant. agreeable
decoction of Root* aud Barks, and contains not a

particle
docs

of Opium

good, and
By

ok

never

Drug of any sort.

It

always

dot* harm.

tiieik works ye shall kkow

thim,”

G.C. Goodwin k Co Boston, General Agents
New England. II. II llav, Portland, and B. F
Bradbury. Bangor, General Agents for Maine.
jy Sold by Druggist* and Merchants generally
HOW ES X CO>. Proprietors,
iswftnmol
Belfast Mate*
rfflHE subscriber herebv gives public notice to all
i concerned, that he fas been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
SAMUEL NORTH,
latent Westbrook.in the County ol Cumberland.merchant, deceased, by giving bond a* the law direct*;
he therefore request* aM person* w ho are indebted to
the said deceased’* estate to make immediate payment; and those who have any demand* thereon, to
exhibit the same for settlement to

NATHANIEL BROWN.
28 w8w*

W'estbrook, Nov. 18,1963

j

i

mm

■i

great struggle through which
ing.

THE DAILY PKESS.
PORTLAND

Wednesday Morning, December 3,1*62.
__

our loyal people and our government,
he never failed to impress them with the idea
that, on all the face ot the earth, the city of
Portland was one of the most lovely spots.
Joshua Dunn, Esq., responded in very ap-

The President's Message.

been borrowed and re-borrowed, at least seven
times within the past three weks. But pleasantry aside, I assure you that the nearly unan-

expected, in the hasty transmisby telegraph of so long a document as propriate terms, and was applauded in the
Message, especially when it has to be re- i most generous manner. A song was also sung

written at one or more stations, that with all

I
!

the care that can be bestowed upon it, more or
errors

nearly all cases, and to comprehend
Still, so
the meaning of the President.

himself in

doubt

6. Si6ter Societies.

es

the

from all other

city

in which he had

ambiguous passages, or
in
passages not entirely free from obscurity,
which the change of a single word—perhaps
will
the transposition of a punctuation mark
we
give an entirely different construction,
do not feel like entering upon any critical
analysis of this very able and very important
State pai>er. A few days will bring copies put
as

hr Mr. Ward.

there are some

j

that

is

;

to

city,
ster

of

places

equal

the well

organized

large

to the

size,

Rev. Mr. Tuekerman

ticularly

On questions of Foreign Relations, PaRailroad, Agriculture, Ac., there will lie
little if any dissenting. On the President’s

and parPortland Provident

responded,

in behalf of the

He said that,

tion.

Association.

cific

long and

careful observation, he was convinced that nine-tenths of all the street-begging—

financial view's theorists may differ, and some
will file exceptions, but the candid, practical
thinkers will generally come texthe conclusion

ot

presents rest upon a substantial basis, that they are felicitously free from
all visionary and impracticable financial cobwebs, and that they are worthy the serious at-

tales of such persons without first investigating the case. Give them a card of introduc-

lion OI

U1C UCBt

v*

J

as

which there is little in the

undeserving; and

capital out of this
allair, shows to what straits they are driven
for political stock in trade. At this moment,

j

tion to him, ami.

the result of

city—washy

j

President.

I

with Gen. McClellan’s life
and antecedents, but who most devoutly, and
with reason, respects and admires him lor his

|

as

they listened

to

all

Thera is not

a man

in the country

acquainted

exalted

the

the agent of the Provi-

dent Association, lie would engage to look into
their cases, and see that they were properly

■

at

military abilities, his well-tried patriotism and
integrity of character. Were his talents and character less deserving of special
regard, the strength of principle, and spirit of
forbearance evinced by him under the severe
animadversions ol the press and certain politicians, is enough to place him high in the es-

the

he cautioned all who heard

him to Ire careful how

that the views he

ihhius

very democratic (God
cians and papers to make

the most devoted and true friends of Gen. Mcho resort to the street., and are never mod- ; Clellan ale among those who have,
instigated
est in pressing their claims upon the eliarita- ; and recommended his
removal, and those who
hie.
most persistently support the action of the

point

liuauuat

the part of pro-slasave the mark) polition

w

in type from an authorized version.
We do not expect to see the Message violently assailed by men of any party, on any
except that which treats of emancipa-

tflMll

ll’lsi

f/lllllt ft 111..11

Tint it

11AOC

lint

l.o.

any person of inferior know ledge to obtrude his opinion of Gen. McClellan's military

come

The emancipation portion of the Message— i provided for,—from charitable funds if deserving: if otherwise, through the legally prowhich is in fact, the leading part in this impor-Mr. l. gave instances ot the
Yideu channels.
tant doeumeut—is not well calculated to exartfulness and cunning practiced by professmen of theoretically
extreme
suit
meu,
actly

j

exploits upon the public attention, for the very good reason that it would lie good for nothing. Indeed, I should hardly have adverted
to the subject, had it not been for the mistaken
impression likely to be created by the report

ional beggars to accomplish their ends; arts
radical views, of any stripe; but that great
and deceptions never practiced by the truly
middle class, which is disposed to take a pracabove alluded to.
tical view ol things, and to see little attraction I deserving.
6. The Toels of Scot land and America.
Our regiment is prospering finely as usual.
in theories that promise no satisfactory pracsaid that it was customary in
Within a week past, some addition has been
tical results, will be disposed to accept the | The President
connection with this sentiment, to speak of
made to our sick list, but there are no cases
views of the President, and to regard them
! Scotland’s poets. He would not dwell upon considered dangerous. While some of the rewith a large degree of favor.
Burns, Campbell and others, whose names were giments in this brigade have lost several men
The President distinctly announces that
world-wide, but lie would pass in review a the past week, ours has been exempt thus
nothing contained in the Message is in conflict
few of the minor poets, of which every town j far, since our
sojourn at this encampment.
with the Proclamation of Emancipation to the
had more or less, and wiiose number was I This is attributed to oua more
slaves jn rebel States, which will be issued on ]
healthy situa-

{

ran over the list, and
kept the company in infinite
good humor by his quotations, anecdotes, <Src.
Rev. Mr. Burgess followed in some remarks
j of exceeding richness and beauty; but our
faulty notes do not allow us to reproduce them.

tbe first of January. He says, too, that it
would be wrong to remand to slavery any
slave who shall become free by the chances of
war.

He scouts and

refutes

the

idea that

emancipation, even if immediate, would overrun the North, and crowd free white laiiorers
from their employment. He 1$ square-edged
that slavery has begotten the rebellion, that
it furnishes the only element of disunion in
our country, that its abrogation would consolidate us forever, and that, such being tbe fact,
compensated emancipation will achieve a
bloodless revolution, and through it our free
Institutions may be saved, our Union ®aintained. and rebellion forever averted, vastly
cheaper than these things can be done with
the sword alone, while the cause of all our
discords and dangers remains untouched—unscathed. We commend the Message to|a careful reading.

numberless.

He then

tlyn, and the excellent care taken of the sick
and indisposed. Within a day or two, the
measles has made its appearance here, supposed to have been communicated by a man
from one of the Washington hospitals. Lieut.
Thorn of Co. C, is sick of measles, but is doing ilieeiy, and will get out soon we hope.
During the w eek past, we have erected a capacious building, 25 by 60 feet on the ground,
for religious meetings, temperance meetings,

for ten minutes

7. The Press.
In tlie abscence of any other representative
of the Press, Mr. Gilman was called for, but
I instead

of

ment,

said

While in

responding directly

our

that

he

would

to

the senti-

oiler

another.

and officers drills and recitations.

greut national struggle foreigners

:

I

Anniversary of the St. Andrew Society.
The St. Andrew Society, a benevolent and

onr

charitable association composed of Scotchmen ;
or those of Scotch descent, the object of which,
erett Burxside.
8. The Ladies.
primarily, is to aid those of their countrymen
The President called upon the hondsomest
who shall be in a destitute circumstances, or
who, newly arrived, shall stand in need of sym- I bachelor presaut to respond, but uo oue volunpathy and council, celebrated its Anulvasary teered.
9. Happy to meet; Sorry to part; but happy to
on Monday evening, at the Freeman House,
bountiful supper had been prepared
by the generous provider and accomplished
caterer for that establishment, Mr. Geo. S. Hay.
where

meet

a

which accounts for the increase of sickness. It
hoped that our men will be well supplied
with good woolen gloves or mittens by their

is

friends at home,

again.

Vice President Bell offered

\ closing with

a

At a little past 8 o'clock a goodly number of
daughters of Scotia filed around
the tables, presided over by tbe Presidents and

few remarks,

the

has seen, and the
arranged
most cheerful, and well attended.
he

a

relish that was decided-

TKXaECi R APH

has somewhat advanced.

now

Blasting 4} aj>.

quote Buckfield

si*

HA V continues to come to market in very limited
supply, tlie stock is m*c«*a«arilv light. Loose hav is
now selling at $18(a1660, aud Pressed at 13o0«16 D
ton.

-TO TUE-

EVEYIYCi

We

PAPERS.

---•*.-

HIDES AND SKIN'S.—We notice an advance in
Hides and Skins, slaughter Hides are now quoted
6] 5 72c, Green Salted 81605 1 76, and Dry 1 2'* n
130.
Calcutta Cow 180%200, aud Call-skins fl
(5 13c.

From Falmouth—Movements of the Rebels.

cies of the war.

Camp Grover, 23d Me. Regt. Mont-1
)
gotnery Co., Md., Nov. 25,1802.
Dear Press:—When our regiment came in-

not

fur-

patients

the

The banks of the Potomac

for miles ou both sides are strewn with the

prostrate giants whose foliage only

to this
Grand

w.'„hnT '’“J"F,0."'rv
Sm*rt>

ii
lEiI.r

<

York;

New

Brow“> “« Bangor tor
New York.
4
Ch«f7«>-I<l for New
1R* Heath. W right,
*<*rk,
Bangor for N I ourlnn
Mil Catharine
McFadden, ftn
for
New York
Foster, Brown
do; Harriet Ryan, Maples, Taunton, fur

Ynri (!h„^fe.?h'w •f>Vur’

beyond

I

B'lfx't for

,B»"gor for do; Hxttle M Mayo
T"’
1
tarolme. Khodo*. mi Boston tor
u-i tur,ls8'
U°“ry

fm <

plovhWe
cieovHe” foj

Wilcox,

York3°th,I,ri*

iEXJSZ.$?.'***•do;

—

1

j

NE WADY

two sum-

...

same course

____[Whig.

without

anv

pursued

at

Richmond in the destru

s

lar lines. The steamers 'for or from
igueon-town. except the Canadian line,

calf a
Liverpool
w Lich call a

FREIGHTS.—Cuban freights have declined, as
tonnage has been offering freely, aud therefis already
a large number of vessels in port unengaged.
Several freights to ports north side are offering at about
80c for box shocks, and 60c lor hhd shocks, but masters are holding off for higher rates.
The following
charters have been madesiuce onr !a«t: Sch Electric
Light, 180tons, for Havana, at 91,500; sch Delmout,
199 tons, for Matanzas, at $1,900; barks W. E. Anderson and Pih t Fish, for Havana, at 85c lor box
shocks, aud 60c for hhd shocks; ship John S. Harris,
644 tons, to take general cargo lor Havana at the
round sum of 96,0<i0; brig Eudorus, 250 tons.for Matanras, at round sum « t‘ $2,200: sch Kate Carhton,
to Iqpd box shook* at Ellsworth for Matanzas.at 40c;

noticeable

change iu prices. We coutinue to quote i’earls 7&8c
and F’ots uj :a7$c ^ lb.
APPLES.—-Green Apples are daily improving iu

tinue to be made at 22-va28c, and Canada and Western Firkin at 21<&22c, Country Ball I9^20c, and
Stoie Butter 14,« 15c
lb.

BOX SHOOKS.—The recent heavy shipments has
very much reduced the stock, which is now quite
light. The ruling prices for line are 00a06. and lor
Spruce 5*>u55c, with u continued fair demand.

caicu 111 u

law-auiuing comiuumiy.
the almost universal freedom taken

reier 10

by

the sol-

personal property of citizens of
True, it is a law of the

the rebellious States.

country that the property of rebels shall be
confiscated to tile use of the government w ith-

COOPERAGE—Late unfavorable advices from
Cuba has produced some decline on Shooks. ( itv
made Mol.and Sugar 11 hd.Shooks are still very scarce
and in brisk demai.d at quotations.
We notice sales
of 1000 City molasses Shooks at S2 76. Green sawed
Sugar ami Mo lapses stiouka are dull at 1 25a SI 30.
M.
Hoops have d< dined. We now quote $2H&32

SPECIAL

PANAMA AND

ing Mails

(

CAN
V.y.

DLES —Mould C andles

..1.1

...

4 .4 1*11

are
..

linn

1A

aud continue

.....1

kuurni

affixed to

Wednesday.December 8
SlN.
HIGH WATER.
|
.7.11 | Sets.. .4.28 | Morn’g 6.26 1 Eveu'g 8.40

or

NIARESTE
PORT

a

it* agent*
or

an

adhesive

uffiixng the

or

Steamer
Steamer
Steamer
Bo*tou.

message without

his

name

attached

i

shall write

and the date upon
used.

w

sale,

Stamps
or at

on

can

and after the first of

.11. L. A.

Lectures.!

THE

REV. H W. BELLOWS.

December

CITY HALL,

NEW

the usual

places f
Compauy.
telegraphic charge is twenat

New York.

Montreal, Prince. Boston.
New England, Field, St John NB for

The new ship launched at Newcastle on the 21st ult ;
First Lecture of the course will be deliverby the Stetson Brothers, is called the E W Stetson.
ed by
She is owned by the builders and will be command*
e<l Capr. James Stetsou. She will be ready lor sea
iu about fifteen days.
of New York, Presideut of the U. !). Sanitary ComA ?chr of lltUons was launched recently from the
mission, iu
yard James Lord, at Surry. She is called the Frau*
coma. i» owned by parties iu Surry and Ellsworth
and will be commanded by 1 apt A C Holt of E.
Also, from the yard of Isaac Giant, a schooner of 117
tons, called the"James Tilden—owned by J T & G 11 ! On
Dec. 3d.
Giant and Miss Helen Grant.
SUBJECT—“Ox tub Times

thereupon the initials of
vvlpch the same shall be

be obtained

NO. 162 MIDDLE STREET,

choice assortment of

whose established reputation of thirty years renders
the superiority of their Pianos familiar as “household
words.’*
These instruments siug their own praises. Any
person desirous of obtaining a superior Piano for
a very little money, should call and examine these
instruments, as they XC«T aud will be sold.
Their agent will take great pleasure in showing the
beauties of these instrument* to any aud all who
may favor him with a call.
HT’Kecolloct this is a rare chance, and for a few
E. 11. OSBORN,
days only.
Agent fbr the Manufacturers.
Every Piano sold with the written guarantee of
the Makers.
dec8 dtf

CLEARED.

or

ill be enforced

sale for

Direct from the manufactory of
LIGffTE f BRADBURY,.XEW YORK.

Brig Denmark. Staple*. Belfast, l>y master.
Sch Fred Reed, McC ulman. Fortress Monroe, by
Estes k Libbv.
Sch Julia Newell, Trott, Bergiu Point NY, by R G
York k Son.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue lias given
notice that stamp* are in readiness and that the law
next.

Chesapeake, Willetts,

exhibition and for
oxly, in the Store

Piano-Fortes,

Sch liaunibal, Wentworth, New York.
Sch E <i Willard. Parsons, Fall River.
Sch L'tica. Thorndike. Lvnu.
Sch G W Carpenter, Edwards. Sydney for Balti-

and all cases where
stamp shall be used, the person using or

same

JL

OF PORTLAND.
Tuesday* December 2.

trans-

Will be ou
a FEW DATS

fflrjl

ARRIVED.
Brig Annette, (Br) Curtis, Deinaram.
Sch Thrasher. I Br) Carr, Windsor NS.
Sch Noel, (Br) Marster*. Windsor NS.
Sch Armagh, (Br) ( onion, Walton NS.

penalty often dollar*.
provides that in any

Section 99

NEWS.

a

being
copy
stamped thereupon, and in default thereof shall

incur

Piano*, Piano* !
A RARE CHAHCE !

duty imposed by this
thereof, or having the

a

dee3 (13w

Rises..

same

COFFEE.—There has been no movement of importance. The stock is very light, and prices gradually tending upwards fromthe following quotations:
Java 33 a 34c, Rio 22a33c, and St Doiuiugo 30a31c.
CREAM TARTAR is quiet, but continues firm at

5}c lor pure Crystals, anu 3}a55c for Pulverized.
CHEESE.—Prices have somewhat improved since
our last, choice Canada atid Vermont dairies are firm
at llo. 12c, and Country at b£&10£c.

mit to any person, any dispatch
adhesive stamp denoting the

act

ELIPKALET WEBSTER, Agent,

more.
or

receive from any person,

an

CALIFORNIA—Steamers.carry-

Aspiuwall, Panama, and California,
on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each

No. 162 1.2 Fore SI., Portland.

NOTICES*

Telegraph Company,

lor

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

....

employees, shall

AUGUSTUS STORY, President.
T1IOS. H. JOHNSON, Secretary.
JT*rhis Company is paying a dividend of 85 per
ceut. ou yearly, and 33 1 -3
percent, ou three and
five year Policies, at their expiration.

leave New York
mouth.

Special Notice.
The American Telegraph Company call the attention of the public to the language of the tax on teleSec. 104.—No

rendered for expenses.

Londonderry.

prices.

\ot«*.—We wish it to be understood that our quotations represent prices of large lots from first hands,
uuless otherwise stated, and that in filling small orders, higher rates have to he charged.
ASHES.—The market is

is

tiou of stocks, as has been the case at Fredericksburg, that the article of tobacco will reach labulous

Review oi the Market,
For the week ending Dec 3, 13*52, prepared expressly for the Prlss, by Mr. M. X. Rich.

tion may have been needless; the result of
hasty and ill-conceived plans of military com-

manders, yet the unsparing demands of warfare recognize but slightly the value or beauty
of natural impediments to the march of an army or the convenience of fighting.
In connection with this subject is another
and inevitable custom of war, most deplorable to any man who has due regard fur privute
interests and rights, and who has been edu-

ENTS.

_

BREAD.i-Tbere is a steady fair demand for all
kinds Bread at our recent advaneed prices. We now
quote Pilot S5 50 a*} 75, Ship 4 50 « 4 j, and Crackers
8 60.O,S3 75 & bbl.

ago gave essential grace to the faultless
scenery of this region. Much of this devasta-

RTIS

Statement

the office of this

lb.
85c
Messages for which the
CEMENT.—There to a verr light demaud at 81 80
ty cents or under for the first ten words, require a oue
out distinction; yet how few are the instances j <&1 85 per cask—prices steady.
cent stamp; messages for which the charge is over
COAL.—Dealers are now selling White Ash,Lehigh
where the confiscation act is eulorced accord1. The Day. and all who honor it.
which there are “a few more left.”
twenty cents for the first ten words require a three
and Fraukiin at 89 00, aud Cumberland Coal 810 00
to
the
letter
of
its
und
how
cent stamp
at retail, aud prices firm.
Responded to bV a Gaelic song from Mr.
ing
provisions,
Thus it was while McClellan was skirmishNovember 28, 1862.
dlw nov29
—Manilla Cordage has advanced, and
Morrison, and which the President kindly ing with the enemy ou its retreat to the moun- ! many loyal and inoffensive citizens suffer se- weCORDAGE
now quote 18ctl8}e. and Russia Hemp 164@17.
from
the
of
that
aud
was
understood
all
muraudiug propensities
; Russia Boltrope is worth 164 (g 17 jc. and Mauiliado
appreciated by
Deafness Cured.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will beat
hoped
tains, and the interest of the country was con- verely
lb.
class of soldiers who consider that everything I 14 a 15c
the Preble House for one week.
centrated upon Snicker’s, Ashby's, and the
present.
DUCK.—We now quote Portland No. 3, 9*>c; No.
A remarkable case of deafness cured in twenty four
that they need to eat or to use in any way,
Rev. Mr. Burgess suggested whether it
10 56c; and Navy superior No. 3 89c, aud No 10. 56c; !
other “Gaps,” and fearing that the ubiquitous j
j and
hours by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the E e
Karens 45c; U. S. 10 oz. Tent 56c. and 12 os.do.
would not be appropriate to repent the song;
proper and lawful plunder; and demonstrate j
Stuart, or the intrepid Jackson would circuutof
10
and
! dockyard. We notice the sale
81,000 yds
and Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard’s Eve Water.
their views in a most reckless manner, by foand related that some tweuty years ago he was
12 oz.siuoe our last for Cioverumcut use at ourfquotavent the great “Strategist,” ami with a dash“I, Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Porttions.
!
the
and
other
herds,
Helds,
in Scotland, and stopping over the Sabbath in
rays
upon
property
land, give this certificate, to certity that I have been
ing coup create another panic among the in.
DRUGS AND DYES—The market remains withof
the
without
deaf fiora a child, and for twelve years past have
regard to
a certain place, as in duty bound, he and his
neighboring citizens,
out mateiial change lor articles under this head. We
habitants of the Maryland and Feunsylvuuia
been quite deaf. 1 have spent hundreds of dollars,
the character of the person whose property
quote Borax 28a30c; Aloes 26«.3),and Rhubarb 8200
friend attended church, the services and serborder.
Ex. Logwood 12« 14c; Alcohol 87^ 95c.
a2 25.
j
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Sat“confiscate” so summarily. I regret to
<tib. Soda Bj.oOic; and
mon being in Gaelic, not a word of which he
Opmura 88 87«9 00. Bi
Xow, how changed! We no longer stop our they
urday I went to the Preble House and made arrangerecord that a lew cases of depredations upon j Fluid lias advanced, aud we now quote 81 10 <£
could understand. The sermon was by no
listen
for
Camto
to
nrice
distant
above
Lees1
the
latter
25 t> gal.,
being
pure
ments for Mrs. B. to treat me for deafness. In 24
breathing
!
guns
the property of law-abiding Unionists in this 1 phene ha'* also advanced, and we quote nominally in
means faulty for its brevity, for the good parhours after her first application I could hear ev ery
burg and beyond Winchester, but from the
small lots 82 90 fc> gal.
made
it
for
Col.
voice in the bouse. 1 can now stand iu the cellar and
vicinity, recently,
necessary
son was obliged to reverse his hour glass
south-vast, the direction of the present operaFRUIT—The Fruit market has been quite active for
at least twice during its delivery. At the
Davis, commanding the brigade, to issue a ! Dried Fruits. Sales u w Bunch Box Raisons are made hear the clock tick in the parlor. Grateful to God
tions of the army, come daily the reports of
There are very
S4 25«-4 3J, and Lavers 84 15<£4 25.
for his
deliverance, 1 heartily commend her
stringent general order, threatening severe few it any Cask Raisins iu market. New Eleme Figs mode of great
close, fastening his eye upon the two outsid- numerous cannon. The scene of conflict is
treatment to all who suffer as 1 have done.”
25.
Citron is firm
at
Lemons
84
are
18a22c;
selling
to all future offenders.
puuishment
ers, the preacher remarked that it was a custhe
traitorous
whose
hiscity,
rapidly nearing
at recent advances.
We now quote 40«42e, and
Every kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
tom with them having the force of law, if two
But, after all, it is an evil inseparable, to a
Currents 14 m, 15c p lb. Cranberries 812 a 14
bbl,
healed, and a cure warranted. Charges nunlerate.
tory, most probably, is yet to be recorded in
or 81 25
peck.
from
a
state
of
civil
and
warfare,
MRS. M. G. BROWN,
great extent,
persons were present who did not understand
blood; and we are eagerly expectant of the
FISH.—There continues to be a very firm feeling iu
Nov. 18—tf
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
the market for nearly all kinds of Fish, with an acGaelic, to repeat the sermon in English for successes which we feel sure will attend the however severely it may be deprecated or puntive demand for shipping. We quote Large Cod at
ished, the same abuses will continue to exist
their benefit; but, as the communion was to
advance of Hooker, Sumner and Franklin, unPollock
82
25
Diseases
of
the
25;
and
small
do
OOaS
83
25,
Urinary Organs.
8400^4
It is the opinion of many with whom I have
m2 50; Haddock 125a 1 60: and Hake 81 50« 1 76 fc*
be celebrated some fifteen 'miles distant, he
der the direction of the present commander of
13TJ. C. MOTT, 31. D., Operating and Consulting
and
are
now
have
advanced,
Shore
Herring
qtl.
conversed that the wanton, and even the necSurgeon and Physiciau, attends exclusively to Diswould omit the custom with the assent of the
worth 84.0.4 60 D bbl. Mackerel have also advanced,
the Union forces.
eases of the Urinary and Genital Organs, and Female
and we quote Slav Shore No. I 810 50«11. aud No.
in tht
of all kinds, and the more obscure disComplaints
strangers. Of course assent was not refused.
Today we have listened excitedly to an inces- essary depredations upou property
Mediums are worth 4 2£m«4 60 p bbl.
2 87 50m H 25.
ease* of the Pelvic Vicera, as Piles, Kuptuie*,il v dro2. The Queen of England.
Mouth, tends, to a great degree, to embittei
sant roar of artillery lor hours, which we supFLOUR.—The market has ruled extremely dull
cele, Varicocele, Fistula. Early Decline of Manfioed,
the minds of the citizens against the Union
‘‘God save the Quean," by Mr. Ward, the
Ac. Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the improveand quiet throughout the week, with limited sales at
pose must indicate a severe engagement in the
our last quotations, which wo coutinue unchanged.
ments in the cure of Disease, made in this country
company joining in the chorus.
army, and probably, in many cases, makes rebof
lots
iu
some cases yielded about
or Europe, and spares no ex pen so that hi* patients
Holders
have
of
We
mistake
large
vicinity
Fredericksburg.
may
els of those who were otherwise tacitly loyal,
one-eighth decline ou some brands. ( noice Brands
3. The President of the United States.
may have the best medical ami surgical treatment
as to the locality, but from the latest intelliDealers are contt
the world affords.
Advice free.
are, however, firm at full prices.
CJT'Olhce 86
to
the
at
least,
Wo
government.
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A.' 31. to 2
The President sang the national air, ".Star
dent of realizing higher prices at an early day
gence it is hoped that our cannon are summonPortland
tor
31
and
to 8 P. 31.
emit
the
1*.
6
line
Superquotations
following
I
am
But
trespassing upon your space, anti
Spangled Banner,” aud called upon J. T. Gil- ing the hostile legions to surrender, or evacuMr*. 31., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
fine 86ad25; 1 uney 6 25m *550; Extra675«;7 Oti; FamWest< rn
,ii >i I \i
:i Superioi 7 6tX« 8 50
maladies of her sex, can be consulted by ladies.
remembering that brevity is sometimes ai
man of the Daily Press, to respond to the sentiily
ate and skedaddle.
Patients furnished with board and experienced
Extras 6 87| m 7 25,and St»|**riors7 5*Ka8«*0; St.Louis
soul
of
sense
as
of
I
much
the
will
conwit,
ment. M r. G. spoke briefly,referring to t he terriI perceive that a correspondent of oneof your
nurses.
octSeoddm
Favorite Bi amis 8 00,ci9 00; Southern III. do 7 5»>o
H 75; Ohio Extra 7 00«,7 2-5; aud Family 7 75 «,8 25
clude by wishing the citizens of the Pine tret
ble weight of responsibility devolving upon our journals reports that the removal of Gen. Mcbbl.
\*
would
DR.
notice
that he ha
I*. P.qUMBY,
give
President, aud the firmness and integrity with Clellan had a “very depressing effect upon this State a merry Thauksgiviug. We have exGRAIN —The demand for Corn has been moderate
returned to Portland, and can be found at his Room,
Mixed
have
to
the
Western
from
receive
the
of
week,
and
sales
pected
past week,
during
during
which he was meeting those responsibilities,
No. 13 International Houbb, Tuesday, August
regiment.” That report causes some mer- our
been made at 73a$Oc. Oats are more firm at advancfriends at home, a reminder of that blissaud the promptness of all loyal men to sused prices, ami the stock is very light. Wo quote 50
riment here, and is considered to he “all in
12th, whore he will attend to all wishing to consul
ful occasion. It is said a large number o
55c. Ry e has advanced and is scarce in this market
1
him.
tain him in the discharge of his many duties.
boxes are on the way, containing our Thank*
sales
and
small
at H6« l 00.
has
your eye.” The report may be true, but canadvanced,
Barley
First Examination at office.5*2 00
have Im mii made at HomSV. Shorts and Fine Feed
contribution ; lint, owing probably it
that
gicing
He also complimented the liberty-loving [amno
such
I
should
was
say
effect
didly,
proare iu brisk demand, though there is little, if any.
Each subsequent sittingat office,.50
the detention of the brigade boat at Georgein market. We quote Shorts 822^23, aud 1 iue Feed
ple of the British Islands,aud believed that in duced by the announcement of that momeu- town. up to this time, 10 o'clock, P.
wt
City pAtiuuts, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
M.,
ton.
?25,«;27
their heart of hearts the people of Scotland, I tons event in this command. One would supEach subsequent visit at residence,. 1 00
are obliged to say “we don’t see it.”
t. IN POWDER.—We quote Dupont’s aud Oriental
Subaltern
Co’s Rifle and Sporting at 85 501*7 25, and Blasting
Truly yours,
England, and Ireland were with us in the pose, to tike a casual judgment of the present
August 16, 1862.—tf

Wrdutiday Evening,

DISASTERS.
Tickets for the Course, 8125; Evening Ticket! 60
Sch Viator. Strout. from Cherryfield for X York,
ceut* each—to be had at the Bookstores, Paine's Munut into Edgartowu 17th, with loss of part of deck
sic Store, and at the door.
load of lumber 23th. off Chatham.
Doors open at 6. Lecture to commence at 74 o'clock.
Sch Fisher, Dean, from Frankfort for Cardenas,
dtc8 It
Portland, Dec. 2.
harbor
mainsail
into
Boston
1st,
having
split
put
iu a gale night of the 27th, off Cape Cod.
riiuRiiu«t
Sch Trader, (of Rockland) troin New York for j
Boston, struck on Point Rip on Friday, but came I
off w ithout damage, after discabrging part of cargo,
Standar d

[

j

NOTICES.

question.
New Yoke, Dec. 2.
^Robert
l
No invalid should be without one.
ElizabethThe Times'Falmouth, Yu., dispatch states j
port.
As an evidence of the superiorly of
NEW BEDFORD— Ar 30tb, steamer
that two deserters from the relicts, one a Tex- !
Welland, ArHOPS.—We quote growth of 1802 at 14515c.
nold. Montreal via Portland for New York; ech NetCOKEY’S “PREBLE” SPRING BED
as Captain, the other a clerk in the rebel QuarIKON.—All grades are firm at recent advances.
tle. Smith. Portland.
overall others, is the fact that the demand folr this
termaster's department, gave a report as folCast Steel is now worth 225.24, German ll£16c. and
KDGARTOWN—Ar 27th, gchs Viator, 8trout, ftn
<
Spring Bed is quadruple that of auy other kind.
lows:—The rebel force at- Fredericksburg
English Blistered do. 16517, and Spring 9a 10c.
berry bold for New York.
Common Iron is worth
Swede 6a6j,aml Nor- :
Sid 28th, schs T B Hodgman,
October 1, 1862.
tf
numbers from 75,000 to 100,000 men, ami cerPrince, for Camden;
way 64,57. English Sheet Iron is held at 6] u.*5j; Itus- |
Viator, Strout, New York.
tainly docs not exceed the latter figure, and
sia 175.18, and imitation do 122 £ 13c cash.
DANVERS—Ar
27th,
Hamilton,
Nickerson, from
SOMETHING NEW.—Please call and examine
that though suffering for want of clothing and
Boston.
LEAD.—There is but little doing in Pig Lead at 94
^^ont Locke. Cavanaugh
@9L Lead Pipe aud Sheet Lead are selling at lOj «, ! Mrs, Foy’s Patent Corset Skirt Supporter,
many kinds of supplies, they are still apparNew
from
1
which is a now and very desirable article. It is a
ently hopeful of tinal success. For once, how- 102c |> lb.
BOSTON—Ar 1st inst,
LUMBER.—The demand has not been as active the
ship Miduight, Brock, from
ever, Gen. Leo and his associates are puzzled
Corset, Skirt-Supporter and Bishop combined. LaDean. Frankfort.
as for the several weeks previous. Sales
week
SV*I
past
1 Idf iaa,C,*K°/xi?c,‘
over the movements of our army, which they
Dt. sch Oiive Eii^alKrth, Hamilton.
dies ami Misses using it need no other of either.
from the yard of Shipping continue to be made
Portland;
do not seem to fully comprehend, and have
Price #1.25, which is cheaper than the Corset alone,
John 11
at816517,and No.l Pine, $36 k>M,No. 2 $34,and No.3
is
concluded
the
advance
on
Dimension
worth
824.
from
Fredericks81(>all; ami
and serves the wearer as both. For sale only by
Anally
Spruce
ArJ<1, brfgs -J McIntyre. McIntyre, tm Port Ewen ;
Spruce Shipping Boards 8110.12, and Hemlock geo. I
burg to lie a feint, designed to amuse them and 10
H. C. LOVELL A SON, Agents,
PowuM, Paine, do: Maaatl.i, Merrymxn. Port:
(jeo
1> M. Clapboards,Heart Extra are selling at 888;
sch, Express, Poland, Newbern NC- Marv B
lend:
direct their attention from another quarter.
novll edtf
Cleardo $2&a 30; No. 1, $13« 16: Sap, Clear $23525; \
120 Middle Street.
Dyer, and it I! Higgins, fni Tangier; Rising Son
Upon this theory they now believe our force do 2ds $2*><i21, and No. 1 810a. 13. Spruce Extra are
and Nellie Tarbox. Vow. Port kw,„
Smith,
worth 912^15, and No. 1 $lUall. Shingles, Extra
in front of Fredericksburg in reality to tie
Physician and Surgeon.—H. A. LAMB, M. D.,
A, Waite, Waldoboro; k antic. Crowell, ftn Bangorare quoted at 83 6053 75, and Clear Pine $2 75
Jnlm Snow. Snow, Bangor; Blue Bell, Webb
corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets
small, and that immense hosts are being em- Pine
Office,
Deer
n800. Laths, Pine are selling at $1 50 rr 1 30, and
Isle; tlak Cror-. Melts,-, ftn Tremont: AnntMuam
barked at Bellplaiue and conveyed in transPortland, Me.
Spruce at $1 155120 4> M.
Chadwirk, Cushing: R p Warren. Jordan. Portland'
ports lip the James river. Acting upon this
Purticular attention paid to Surgery, including
LIME.—New Rockland continues in steady active
Cld 2d. sell C.un Rock, Parker. Portland
idea they have commenced erecting earthcask.
diseases of the eye and ear.
demand, aud prices unchanged at 65570c
SldSd. ship (ieo Turner; brig Monte Crtoto.
augT dOrn
works for the protection of a garrison force,
I'tJIrlSMoCTU—Ar 2Sth. ech Col Higgins, FrisLEATHER.—Nearly all descriptions continue to
bie. Bangor.
while the main body of the enemy has again
and
and
;
all
Catarrh,
diseases of
ad vauce. We nowquote N. \ light 2** a 3n, and meiy~Consumption
Ar 20th. sch Edward ft Frank, Williams.
Bangor.
commenced moving toward Richmond.
diums ami
heavy 30£31, Slaughter 32£34, and Amer- the Throat and Lungs, successfully treated by Inha.Sid 20th. sobs Gov Arnold, for Kocklaud ; 1st inst,
ican Calfskins 75£85c.
It is believed in official quarters that the
lation.
Henry Clark, Call, Gardiner; Betsey Aiues. Call,
By C. Morse, M. D.,
LARD.—There is a steady active demand for Bbls.
rebel force about Fredericksburg and within
Bangor.
aulS ’62 eod
Corner Smitli and Cougress Sts.
at 11 all 4c, and kegs at llj alljc.
BATH—Ar 1st, schs Ann,-, Philadelphia Hencall near enough to concentrate against us
rietta. Blanchard. Boston.
when we cross the river is from 100,000 to
METALS.—All kinds Metals are very firm at adDentistry.—Dr. .JOSIAtl 11EALD, No. 241 Con
Cld 1st, seb Mecca. Huckins. Baltimore.
vanced m ices. Large sizes Tins continue
125,000.
very scarce ! gress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church,
in market. Char. 1C is now quoted $14 ig 14 50;
A special Washington dispatch says:—Pub- !
FOREIGN PORTS.
Portland, Me.
IX $15 75£S16, and Coke 811 75«.12. ami very firm
augTUly
At Benguela. JiW Coast of Afifca,
lie apprehension of insufficient forces on the
at the inci eased prices. Bauea is worth 40a,41c cash,
Sept l«th, hark
Nelson, unc.
Rappahannock may he relieved by the remark and Straits 37 j « 40c. Sheet Mosselmauu Zinc we ! Dbb. LOCKE A KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117 Swallow,
Ar at Sierra i.eoue Oct 2uth, bark
uow quote 10$«lie.
State, SparBay
which Gen. Burnside made in this city, that lie
Midtile Street, Portland. Me.
Boston.
row.
augl5—ly
MOLASSES.—The market for Molasses continues
did not need another man for the work he lias (
Ar at Palermo 5th ult, bark American
Eagle, Rich.
with increasing firmness.
Stocks are light, and
Marseilles.
to do, and that iiis eoiiffdeuce of success is
holders of choice Cuba Clayed are very Him at 35«
BROKERS* BOARD.
Cld at Liverpool 12th ult,
ship Grotto. Davis, for
36c. lart Clayed is held at 3) «, 32c, and Musundoubling.
Calcutta.
Salk op Stocks.—Boston, Dec. 2,1868.
covado 3:>£3Sc.
1 mporti rs are confident of a
Bailed from Glasgow 12th ult, ship Gibraltar, Dunfurther advance, and such as hold any stocks are not
Complaints against Gen. Meigs—Arrest of
ham, for Madras.
2.00ft United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.104]
inclined to sell except at full prices. We notice the
Gen. Woodbury for Negligence—130,000
At Pernambuco 4th ult, brig Canada,
1.000 U.8. Certificates of Indebtedness, (April)..lts.4
Bennett, fm
imrch&se in Boston of 75o.hhds. Sagua Mur>co\udo at
Soldiers Absent without Leave.
Baltimore, wtg.
1.800 United States Demand Notes.124?
35c by Portland Sugar House Co.
Touched at do Oct 24th. ship Blondcl, Milliken. fm
18.000.do.126
New Yoke. Dec. 2.
Boston for Falmouth 1..
STORES.—Turpentine has advanced,and | 5.000 .do.1264
A Washington dispatch to the Times says ; weNAVAL
At Rio Janeiro Oct 14th, ship Wm Lord Jr, Brown
now quote that article at 2 80£2 S5 i> gal.
Prices I 5,‘A>0.do.12&]
the inings in regard to Gen. Meigs’ removal
fin New York tor Acapulco, repg; Kineo.
lor Tar, Pitch ami Rosin are more steady. There is !
Petrerson,
fm
a small stock of Stockholm Tar in this mark et sell
are numerous anil positive on both
Akyab few davs; barks Harvest
8,865.d»>.-.. I3n |
Liverpool for
sides, Iiis
fm New York for China; J C Nichols,
ing for $13 fc> brl.
500.do.1301 I yueen. Elierv,
opponents affirming the certainty of his disfm New York. disg.
31,800.do.130J j Blanchard,
At Aharado Nov 10th. brig Geo
placement, and lie scouting the idea witli i
Albert,Thompson,
not being sufficient to supply the demand, and i
fm Vera Crux for New York.
characteristic positiveness. Geu. Burnside is | stock
have
to
advanced
or
20«
1
25 j
prices
$3j
i> bbl, 91
At Neuvitas Nov 20th.
brig Ocean Traveller, Pettingreatly incensed at the delinquencies in iiis j p bushel.
for
New York next dav
gill,
department, and lays the fault directly at his
OILS.—The market for Kerosene continues unset- |
Ar at Bermuda 17th ult, brig Olive. Mansfield, from
•
door.
In ilallowell Nov 18th. W. F. Chisara, of Augusta,
tied, as the factory still declines to make a price unNew York.
til advanced orders are tilled. Speculators anxious
and Miss Ellen A. Goto hell, of II.
Ar at St John NB 27th ult, ship Eastern State, KenGeu. Woodbury is said to have been placed
to realize, have offered some lots at a figure much belu Jay Nov 16th, David M. Thompson and Miss
ney. Loudon.
under arrest by order of the Secretary of War,
low the market, but there is very little disposition to ! Kcsiah L. Reed.
Cld 26th, sch Julia, Anderson. Portland.
cm account of negligence in forwarding the
In Fairfield Nov. 2d. Isaac K. Brooks and Miss
***.
si mji
wens,
emuui; lxpurchase. Aside from speculators, regular dealers
pontoon bridges lor the use of the army of have not generally sold for less than 80@85c. with j Charity J. Perkins.
press, Pritchard, do.
In ilallowell Nov 27th, Chat Greenwood, of FarmCld 28th, sch Pocahontas, Cameron, Belfast, Me.
general confidence of realizing full prices. Linseed
the Potomac in the late movement.
and Whale Oils remain firm at lecent advanced
ington, and Miss Martha A. Prescott, of II.
It is stated on good authority that no less
pi ices, with an upward tendency.
[Per steamship Hibernian, off Cape Race.]
than ISO,iSHI of tile soldiers u hose names now
Ar fin New York* Tigress, at Bristol; Metcalf, at
FAINTS.—All kinds Faints are firm at recent ad- 1
till the muster rolls are absent with or without I vanced prices. American Zinc is now worth
DIED.
Gloucester; George Durkae. at Bristol; Amazon, at
98<£
leave.
8j. and French do 10@10j; and Boston and Borland
Deal; Delhi, at gueenstowu; Flora, at Liverpool.
Lead Si) 75, aud Lewis Lead $10 <£10 50.
In this city Dec 2d, Albert Crockett Plummer, son
*
SPOKEN.
improbable Humor.
of Moses Plummer, Ee*p, aged 24 years.
PROVISIONS—The market is exceedingly quiet
Oct 9, lat 55 S, Ion 60 43 W. ship Audubon, Matfor all kinds.
In Cape Elizabeth Dec 2a, Isabella Emerson, wife
Pork is steady and quiet at the
New York, Dec. 2.
fm New York for San Francisco.
thews.
John
of
L.
Ex.
40
Clear
$18
SO
Frazier,
following
17
00:
aged
years.
quotations:
<£
The World contains the following paragraph:
Nov 5. lat 7 10 8, Ion 84 2ft, ahip Grey
Clear 15 5G@16; Mess 13 50 « 14; and extra do, $13 50
i#“Fuiiersl to-morrow 'afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Eagle, Bur“We are informed from a source not likely to
gess, fm Philadelphia for Pernambuco.
from her late residence. Relatives and friends are
@14 50, aud Prime llo,115n p bbl. Hound iiogs
Nov
12. lat 40 Aft. Ion 63 84. ahip Charles Cooper, ftn
we quote
invited to be present.
tie deceived that Gen. Burnside has been reHums are very scarce, aud prices
5j@84c.
St John XB tor Havre.
In Gorham Nov 28th, Fannin Anderson, daughter
nominally lOnllc.
lieved of the command of the Army of the
Nov 21. lat 84 4<». Ion 67 49. brig Isabel Beurman,
of John A. aud Eva L. Waterman, aged 3 years 8
PRODUCE—Potatoes continue to improve in price
fm Bangor lor Port an Prince.
Potomac, and that Gen. Hooker has been put
months.
and the demand is active at $1 3-»<i 1 45 p bbl, or 46
Nov 22. lat 33 12. Ion 64 32. was seen bark Hannah
iu his place."
lu East Wilton Nov 19th, Mr. Uzzicl Weeks, aged
@60 p bush. Eggs are dull aud have somewhat deCrocker, from New York for Antwerp, (apparently
83 years.
clined. We now quote l!%20c P doz. F sices of
bound into Bermuda )
In Washington DC, of typhoid fever, George W.
Poultry of all kinds are unsettled fust at this time.
Nov 24, lat 34 15, Ion 70 44. bark Revolution, from
Phillips, of Stroug, Me., aged 17 years 7 months.
We nre indebted to Thomas F. Moses,
Chickens arese’li -g at 8@10c, Turkics 9@12c, and
Boeton for New Orleans, reported seeing the "290’’
Geese 9.0,10c p lb.
n lat 37 30. Ion 70 15.
Acting Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A., in charge
FLATTER—Wo notice a decline on both hard and
Nov 25. lat 28 67, Ion 79 38, bark Tejnca, from New
IMPORTS.
U. S. Hospital ship “Euterpe,” lor the folOrleaua for Bordeaux.
•Oft, and now qnot Soft 91 76@1 78 and Hard $1 8 *
toil.
v<<
f
lowing names of Maine soldiers, transferred
RAGS—There is an active demand for White Kars
DEMARAUA—Br
Annette— 127 hhds sugar*
by the Euter|>e from Harwood Hospital, Wash- at 12&15, aud Colored 7^9c p tb, and Woolen Gft7c. 23 tcs do. to order. brig
E
EM
sch Noel —100 tons plaster, to
ington, to Portsmouth Grove Hospital, R. I., |
WINDSOR
NS—Br
RUM—We continue to quote Portland distilled 63
order.
to w it.:
Martin W. Styles, Co. K, 10th regiand
@66c p gal.,
|
pricesteuding up
Br
sch
tons
to
Thrasher—110
order.
plaster,
meat; John A. Sibley, A, 16th; Fred. A. HowSUGARS.—The market for all kinds of Sugar has
WALTON NS—Br sch Armagh—100 tons plaster,
ard, A, loth; Wm. II. Eister, C, lUth; Edwin
of the general dullness that has tor the
to order.
partaken
last
few
davs
all
kinds
business.
ok
Prices
iiervadel
Morgan, F. Oth, The Euterpe brought 252 j for
OF
THE
CONDITION
Refined and also for Portland Sugars have yieldsick and wounded soldiers, and will carry back
ed to a slight decline. We now quote Crushed,
SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
to their regiments about an equal number of
Granulated and Powdered, at 14@ 144c; ami Portconvalescents.
BTKAMKR
FROM
land A 9§ and A A 9J. New Orleans and Havana SuFOR
BAILS
Holyoke Hu Inal Fire In*. Company
.Nov 19
gars are without change in prices.
Saxonia.Southampton.New York.....Nov
IN SALEM, MASS.,
20
Hdveruiau.Liverpool.Portlaud
SALT.—We recently noticed an advance of
on
Ban'Ook Lumber Market.—Amount of
1 hiua.Liverpool.New York.. .Nov 22
On the first day of November, being the date of its
Fine Ground table and butter Salt, aud now quote
lumber surveyed troiu January 1st to Dec. 1st,
York..
Nov
26
exhibit
next preceding Dec. 1. 1862
Hausa.Southampton.New
Bags and Boxes 22c. Coarse salt remains Uiw at
1802, compared with the amount surveyed
kangaroo.Liverpool.New Y’ork.. .Nov 26
our quotations.
Nov
Amount
of
27
Bohemiau.Liverpool.Portlaud.
Capital Stock.8667,748 48
during the same period iu 1800 and 1801:
SPll'ES.—There has been but little doing since our
Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.Nov 29
I860.
1861.
1862.
last, but prices are firm for ail descriptions. NutConaiatlng of Notea and Statute Liabilities, 418,121 61
City ol Baltimore.Liverpool.New York.. Dec 3
have
somewhat
Green Pine,
aud
we
now
87.386,610
!
39,4<i2.742
49.2S8.178
megs
advanced,
quote
Boru>.-ia
Cash Asset*, as follows, yis:
.Southampton.New York .Dec 3
Urv Pine.
11.314,565
8.818.1S6
11.732.569 | 90 @92.
Norwegian.Liverpool.Portland.... Dec 4
Investments iu Mortgages,
846.872 87
9u. 135.788
88.U27.640
Spruce.
72,628.910
SOAP.—The factory prices now are for Leatho &
New York
Dec 17
Bavaria.Southampton
Bank
Stock.
41,906 08
9.874.824
Hemlock, fcc.,
14.662,811
7,421,392
TO DKKAKT.
Gore's Extra 9}c. Family 8Laud No. 1 7}. Chemical
Railroad Bonds and Stocks,
12.529 38
Olive 9, and Soda 10c. Other Soaps are firm at inPersia.New York Liverpool.Dec 8
U State*.State and City Bonds. 19,961 08
200,391,626
130,520,651
158.577,922
Jura. ...Portlaud.. Liverpool.Dec 6
creased pries.
Loans on collateral and notes
City of Washing’n.New York Liverpool.Dec 6
Amount of lumber surveyed each mouth iu
TEAtP-^-The market continues quiet but firm, with
receivable,.
6.642 49
Africa.Naw York. Liverpool.Dec 10
moderate tales of fine Oolongs at 65 << 70c; aud Choice
Real Estate.
2.415 17
1802:
Hibernian.Portland
13
Liverpool.Dec
do.
Cash
ou
and
lower
baud.
6.587 49
73«£78c;
Ankoi,
Souchong,
graded)
25.695,008
April and Mar.
*
Saxonia.New York. Hamburg.
Dec 13
Balauces iu bands of Agents,
906 41
@55c 4* lb.
June.28.665.225
CUiua.New York Liverpool.Dec 17
Interest earned aud sundry assets, 2,906 89 8139,626 87
July,.28.327.980
TOBACCO.—The market continues quiet.and dealilan-a.New York Bremen.Dec 20
A avast.18.338.076
ers firm at 70a.75c tor best brands 5s and 10s; and
Bohemian.Portland. ..Liverpool.Dec 20
8557,748 48
mediums 65^68c. aud half lbs best brauds 78a88c,
September.19 34".831
kangaroo.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 20
Amount at Risk.
810,578,288 21
half lbs. common 60@62c; Natural Leaf 91 OOal 20.
October.2u.996.688
24
Arabia.Boston.-Liverpool.Dec
November,.22.414.104
Competent judges entertain sanguine hopes of much
Axocxt or Liabxlitiss, (other than amount at
City of Baltimore. New York Liverpool.Dec 27
higher prices by the 1st of January, aud are anxiousrisk,) viz;
Norwegian.Portland...Liverpool.Dec 27
ly awaiting the result of the next battle in front of
158,677,922
Borusoia.New York.. Hamburg. Dec 23
Claims for Losses,
88.100 00
Richmond, when, it is generally believed, that if the
Surveyor’s Office, Dec. 1st 1802.
There are no other liabilities, unless of bill* not
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regu

mers

diers with tile

tel' I A L

A Good Spring Bed has become an almost indispensable article, uot only of comfort and necessity,
with every family, while the united
testimony of
Physicians has placed their healthfulness

We now quote 1 60(al 76 4>bbl. We also
pitiable spectacle to behold prices. some
notice
advance on Dried Apples. The |dcmaud
the ravages this war is causing in the hitherto
having revived, the market is active at our quota- j bark L ien >fev* K, ior came | ort. get- 35c lor box
tions.
beautiful landscape of the Southern country.
sh oks; and brig Stella, to the same port on the
BEANS are in better demand, as the receipts have
same terms, including hhd shocks at 60c.
Thousands of acres of the grand old forests of
been light, and White Pea Beans arc quick sale at
To Liverpool.—The new ship Winona, of New25
2
and
Blue
Pods
Marrows
82
and
2
25u2
60
and
fallen
a
sacrifice
!
q 60,
Virginia have
bury port, has been chartered to load deals here lor
Maryland
bush.
at 72s 6d per standard.
Liverpool
to the necessities of the army and the exigenBUTTER.—Sales of Choice Vermont Dairies con- j

Letter from the Maine 23d.

i

are

It is a sad and

region, five weeks ago last Sunday, the
Army had not left Maryland subseto the battle of Antietam, the troops
queutly
j
edly complimentary to the generous provider.
commenced crossing the river at Berhaving
After return of thunks by Kev. Mr. Tu^kerlin on tlie 25th, the day we marched from
man, the city missionary, the more iutell _.ual
! Washington. There was ai that time much
portion of the banquet commenced, and this excitement and an intense
anxiety in and out
consisted of sentiments, songs, and speeches’
of camp, to know what was being doue by
we
from several gentlemen present, to which
“our side’’ towards driving the rebels beyond
have neither time nor space to do full justice.
tlie Blue Ridge. We heard frequent cannon- j
The President, Mr. McEvau, presided with
in the north-west for a while; rebelpris- :
ading
grace and infinite humor, and before anoners were conveyed on the canal boats past j
nouncing the first sentiment gave a succinct our camp, and colored contrabands from the !
statement of the origin arid objects of the soupper comities by hundreds, were also lavored
ciety, and its mission for good.
with tlie same conveyance towards WashingThe anniversary is always held on St. Anton, at the expense of the Government. Tlie
drew’s Day—St. Andrew being regarded as
Potomac was then for weeks strongly guarded
tbe patron saint of Scotland.
night and day to prevent communication from
The sentiments were as follows:
the other side with the rebels in Maryland, of
the viands with

these articles

made the tour of our camp. He says our hospital is one of the most comfortable and best

Correspondence of the Press.

tbe sons and

as

by government, and the intense cold of
tlie nights, mukes guard duty extremely unpleasant, and 1 know the men actually sutler
for the w ant of these things.
27th, Thursday.
Col. Hathaway, agent of tlie Sanitary Commission, arrived last night, and this morning

nished

following sentiment:
The
St.
Andrew
Society: May its success
in
the
best
of
the
The supper was got up
style
equal the anticipations of its founders.
gastronomic art, and consisted of all the usual
It was now 11 o’clock, and the festivities of this
substantial and luxuries of the season. The
occasion were brought to a close
two long tables were richly decorated with j truly joyous
Auld Lang Syne, the whole com
by
singing
cut
from
of
flowers,
freshly
elegant boquets
puny joining in tbe chorus. Altogether the
the conservatories of the city and neighborAnniversary of the St. Andrew Society affordhood, arranged, generally, in the form of St.
ed one of the most rational and pleasant taxaAndrew's cross, the base of which, as it appa- I
tions that it has ever been our good fortune to
rently sprang from the earth, was surrounded
in.
participate
thistle.
of
the
Scotch
by genuine specimens

Vice Presidents of the Society, the Divine
blessing was fervently invoked by tbe Chaplain,
Luke's
Rev. Alexander Burgess, of St.
Church, and the company fell to and discussed

It is con-

structed of oak

poles, covered with tent flies,
armies,—Ire- or the outer
honorably represented
from the officers tents
covering
land by a Meagher, a Corcoran and a Mulligan;
and shelter tents fastened together. The dedFrance, but recently, by her Bourbon Princes,
ication services are appointed for the 27th,
and Germany by Hoseerans, Heintzleman and
|
Thanksgiving Day.
Sigel, Scotland had her noble descendant now
Our postal facilities are much improved of
in the van of the army,—a man who is tilled
late. The brigade mail is received trl-weekly
with that sound Scotch integrity of which one
from Washington. On Mondays our regiment
gentleman had spoken—solid moral masonry sends out about 1000 letters, A
large number
throughout—and he would offer as a senti- of papers is received, and the favor is
highly
ment;
appreciated.
Success to tbe noble commander of the great j
2Bth, Wednesday.
American Army—worthy descendant of the
The weather for more than a week, has been
land ot Wallace and ol Bruce—Ambrose Evrainy, cold and unwelcome nearly all the time,
in

are

I ilF

..

manifest among the

The imbecile attempt

benevolence of the

needy, but by its peculiar plan of
very discouraging to imposters

the

persons admit ought to have been consummated months ago.

meas-

was

discussing

disposition
officers of this regiment to “resign,” nor symptoms of mutiny in the ranks, in consequence
of the President’s act. which, all unbiassed

which slid not fail to seek out and min-

operations

lifted from the minds

There is no

become acquainted, aud

He attributed this In a

seem

of the numerous persons I hear

the almost total absence of street

begging.
ure

ever

and fear

subject daily.

The President stated that there was one
marked feature in Portland which distinguish-

though

fully
long

imous feeling and opinion are, that the removal
of the late commander of the army was just
and necessary; and an immense weight of

Song—“Roy's Wife,” by Mr. Miller, Treasurer of the Society, in the chorus of which
the company joined.

will creep in, sometimes obscuring
and throwing doubt upon its author's exact
almeaning. It Is so in the present instance,
a careful reader will be able to satisfy

less

our

ground,
subjects uppermost in their minds, and that
the nm-arrival,of an expected provision train
is calculated to produce a more depressing effect than any other cause. The scarcity ol
money too, in this regiment, might naturally
be supposed to affect us materially, as it is lielieved here that what change we have, has

terms of

_

It is to be
the

men, that genial skies, dry
and plenty to eat and drink, are the

he did not hear a single individual speak in
other than the most friendly and sympathetic

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in

>

temper of

pass-

City of Portland.
The President said that during the last season lie had visited his native Scotch hills, mixing freely with the common people, and while

--

sion

wc are now

4. Th.'

MAINE

the city.

wmmmmammmmmmmmnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmrnmmammmmm

and

proceeded.

DOMESTIC*

|

SCALES.

PORTS.

SAN FRANCISCO—in port 30th ult, ship Logan,
I Marsh. for New York.
NEW ORLEANS—In port 2Uth. bark Haviland, of
Portland; brig T W Chapman, of Thomaston.
BALTIMORE—Ar23th, sch White Foam, MilliI ken. New York.
Cld 29th, bark Geo S Hunt. Woodbury,New York;
1
sch Lookout, Thornton, Portland.
Ar 29th,
bark Imperador,
PHILADELPHIA
Power. Pernambuco
Ar 9Uth, brig Mary E Thompson, llaveucr, from
Kingston J ; Trenton. Atherton. Havana.
Cld 29th. brig F. Reed. Jaimau, Havana; sch Ida F
Wheeler, Dyer, Cardenas.
ELIZABfcTHPoKT—Cld 24th, sch R Burley. Aus*
I tin, Fail River.
ALBAN Y—Sid 27th, sch Olive Spelman, Brown,
Providence.
NEW YuRK—Ar 29th. bark Betsena. Wood, from
New Orleans; brig Ocean Wave. Morton, Sagua;
! sells Sea Bird.-, Cherry field ; Everglade. Tabhut.
do; Cosmus, Spear. Rockland; Width >ea, LittleStar, Crowell, Provideuce; Mail,
j field. Portland;
j Keller, do tor Philadelphia.
Below 30th. ship Tamerlane, from Liverpool via
Boston for Philadelphia, off Cliincoteaguc.
Cld 29th, ship* Snow Squall,-, for Melbourne;
Eli Taylor, Lord. London; Gaspee. Andros, San
Francisco; bark Northwood, Girard. Vera Cruz.
Ar 1st, ship Xath’l Thompson. Bennett. Glaagow;
harks E (.hidings. Lelaml. St Thomas; Damon. Ilartlott, New Orloaua; schs Estelle, tin Non vitas; Weno; nah. Owen, Dennvsrille: A J Dyer. Koiloy. Bucks*
port; Amunda Powers, lvuowltou, Viualhaven; An*bury, do for
geliue, llix, Bangor ; lied Jacket. Ann
Hackensack; Jonah Acliorn, Hatch, fm Rockland;
Portland.
Granite State, Hallet,
[By tel.) Ar2d, harks Mountain Eagle, from Ship
Island; Rob Rov, An Gloucester E; Helen Augusta,
fm l’ort au Prince.
PROVIDENCE—SM 29th, «ch Catharine Wilcox,
Me Fad den. New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 29th. hark Minna Gordon, (Hr)
I Fall River for Portland ; brig Vineland, (Bn do tor
do; schs Empress, Farnsworth. Rockland for New
for Baltimore;
I York: Gen Knox, Fountain,Portland
Nor West, Haskell, Calais for Dighton; F J Cummings. Borland, Bangor for New York; Mill Creek,
Friend, do for do: Helen, (arroll, Portsmouth for
Viv York; Bav State, Merrill. New Bedford for do;
Delaware, Richardson, Rockland for do; Victor,
Strout Cherry field for do.
Ar 23th. sc tvs Golden Rod. Bishop, from Bangor for
Fortress .Monroe; Ella, Maraton. Boston for Baltimore; W 11 Mailer, Arey, Bangor for Alexandria;

j
;

These celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventors, (and only by thix,) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.
They are correct •» principle, thoroughly made,
qf the best materials, and are perfectly accurate and
durable in operation.

—

For sale, in every variety,

j

j

«

BUTCHERS*. GROCERS*. DRUGGISTS’,
FECTIONERS’ and GOLD

CON-

1

» O A. Tu E S !

Beams, Weights, &c.,&c.
With

|

a

complete variety

of

WEIGHING APP* RATTS,

J

—

|

BY

—

FAIRBANKS & BROWN,
11$ Milk Stkkkt.

..

.corner

of

Battery march Street,

Boston.

!

j

as

Ilay, Coal and Railroad Neale*!

Sold In Portland

oc36

by EMERY k W ATERHOUSE.
__

Milk Houie for Sale.
Inquiry at this office, or No. 93 Exchange St.,
MILK
one can hear of a chance to buy a
ROUTE,** in which there is uot a customer who has
chance
bills.
favorable
A
failed to pay his monthly
is thus off. red to any one who inav wish to engage in
the business, or to enlarge his preseut ••route.'*
uov 12 eodtf

BY

V
)

On Hand.
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Leaf, and at low rates at
26 Markxt Sviuae*

(

■■11 M'

MATTERS ABOUT

imed States District Court.

t

WARE, t., PRESIDING.
iu this Court, in the ease of Thom-

IX ADMIRALTY.

Yesterday,

schooner Susan E. Brown,
of Gloucester, wherein the crew had libelled
the vessel for their share of the catch, in conHume etals.

as

vs.

sequence of the master having sold the cargo
and ran off with the proceeds, some of the
owners appeared and defended the case. After

hearing. Judge Ware ordered

a

a

final decree

to be entered for the sale of the vessel, and
for the payment of the crews' proportion of
the catch of fish, together with the costs, to
be paid out of the ptoceeds. F. Fox for libellants. Howard & Strout for respondents.

Municipal Court-Dec. 2.
Bobert Lister and George Prin, the two
sailors who had a fight on the “dump” on
Monday, as meutioued in our issue of yester-

day, were brought up for committing an affray. They pleaded guilty, and were fined #3
and one half of the costs each, which they
paid and were discharged.
House Breaking.—Yesterday afternoon

lady residing on Congress
dence for
two

short time.

a

returned,

hours she

left her resi-

street

After

a

an

absence of

and found that her

house had been entered by a bed-room wiudow, which had been partially left open. A
of garments which had bccu

large quantity
hanging up iu

the bed-room were scattered

In the dining-room, some
upon the fiuor.
clothing, Ac., which had been ironed out and

piled up
ware

iu

room.

A

served the same, and the silver
closet was thrown all about the

a

box, belonging

the chil-

to

dren, containing a small sum, was emptied and
its contents scattered—only fifteen cents were
missing. A valuable watch hanging up in the
sitting-room was not touched. It is pretty
evident that mischief and not plunder was the
object of the rogues, and that it must have
been done by boys.
aii uui

iiuucc,

jc»w:iua),

i»i

niiitnti

uic

of Lieut. Luther C.

Fairfield, of the 7th Maine
Regiment, at High St. Church, we omitted to
state that the worthy chaplain of the regiment,
Rev. C. Purington, of Presque Isle, was present, and gave an account of the life and character of Limit. F., read selections from the

Scriptures,

and theu invited Dr. Chickering to
take part in the services, which he did. The
wife of tlie deceased arrived from Bangor in
the afternoon train to meet her husband

living,
yesterday,

if

possible, and she returned home
accompanied by Mr. Edward Fairfield,
city, who is an uncle to the deceased.

of this

New York Steamers.—After this

week,

the line of steamers between this port and
New York will run semi-weekly. This will
be a great desideratum to our merchants, as
the

steamers, has

freights, both
poured in so

ways, for these
fast that one boat

unable to take it all. The line has been
with great regularity, and the attentive
agents at this port, Messrs. Emery * Fox, have
done all in their power to forward the freight
was

run

fast as

as

possible.

Another boat

on

for

waiting

steamship Jura,

in port, he informed
us that the rebel steamer “290,” on the occanow

sion of her

departure from Liverpool, went out
on a trial trip, having on board a number of
ladies and gentlemen of that city, and that
when they got outside, the steamer signalled
fora tug,and when that arrived, Capt. Scinmes
put all his guests on board of her, and sent
them back to Liverpool, and stood out to sea.
Mercantile Library Lecture.—Rev.
Dr. Bellows of New York will deliver the introductory lecture before the Mercantile Library Association at the new City Hall this
evening. His subject is “On the Times.”

Single tickets
stores, and

can

be

procured

at

the book-

the doors—also tickets for the

at

course.

A Convenience.—An enterprising
of a job wagon, yesterday, established

a

owner

“wag-

crossing Commercial street. On
painted “three cents for a passage,” which was cheap enough. Further up
the street, a man was engaged in carrying |>e-

on

line” for

his cart be had

destrians across, on his back, for one cent

a

passenger.

C3T-J. W. Hathaway, Esq., State Agent at
contributions of
Washington, writes that
woollen underclothing, shirts, undershirts,
drawers and stockings, will be gratefully received and faithfully distributed, if sent to the
Maine State Agency, No. 273 F street, Washington, D. C.”
The

sy

telegraph, yesterday, reported tiiat

Dr. Perry, of this city, Surgeon of the 10th
Maine, lias been dropped from tbe rolls for being absent. We understand that Dr. Perry resigned his situation before he left the regiment
to return to Portland.
Sale of a Vessel.—The

fishing schooner
Gloucester, Mass., 92 35-

Susan E. Brown, of
95ths tons burthen, w'as sold at auction yesterdoy by a decree of the United States District
Court. She brought 92000, and was purchased

by Freeman Ilodgdon

of

Bootlibay.

Advertisements in
like the

a newspaper
spread
Throw in
upon the water.
and try it.
*

ripples
rocks

your

vr The number of beds in the army hospitals of the country is estimated to be between eighty and ninety thousand.
These
beds, complete, cost $42 each. The hospital
supplies at present on hand in the medical department, are said to be sufficient to supply
600,000 men for three months.
sr The Chronicle gives an interesting account of a golden wedding on the occasion of
the 50th anniversary of the marriage of Dr.
Josiali Prescott, of Farmington, on Monday,
25th ult.
Among the presents to the bride,
was a box, labelled
Homoeopathic Pills,”
which was found on removing the cover, to
contain only gold dollars.
jy On the first day of the session, before
the Message was received, Messrs. Vallandighaiu and Cox, of Ohio, and Kichardsou, of Illinois, all Democrats, took occasion to offer
resolutions in the House indicative of their
hostility to the administration, and their dis-

position to
arrest

oppose any measures
treason in the loyal States.

lutions were all tabled

designed
Their

to

reso-

by majorities of nearly
tabling is equiv-

two to one, and in the House
alent to killing.

Rebel Negotiatioxs.—There appears to
truth, after all, In the recent
rumors of some negotiations going on between

have been some

leading

rel>elsand certain prominent Democrats in New York city.
In a speech delivered
last Saturday
Fernando Wood is re-

evening,
spoken substantially as follows:
“Mr. Wood said he had received
information,
had

ported

Washing ton. Dec. 2.
A resolution was adopted calling on the
Secretary of the Navy for copies of the majority and minority reports.
A boaid of officers was appointed in accordance with the act authorizing the Secretary of
the Navy to accept the title of League Island.
Mr. Powell offered a resolution inquiring as
to the number of citizens of Kentucky arrested, Ac. Laid ov er.
Mr. Powell offered a joint resolution, stating
that whereas many citizens have been arrested
and imprisoned without charges against them,

Ac., therefore.
Revolted, That all such arrests are unauthorized by the constitution and laws, and are
a usurpation of the power delegated by the
people to tlie President or any officials, and
that all such arrests hereafter cease. And
that all persons so arrested have prompt and
speedy trial, according to the provisions of the
Constitution, or he immediately released. I,aid

over.

Mr. Davis offered a joint resolution recomail States to choose delegates to meet
in convention at Guinsville, on the llrst Monof
day
April, to take into consideration the
condition ot the country, and pro|>cr means
for the restoration of the Union, and that the
legislature take such action as they may deem
lit, at tlie earliest possible date, i.aid over.

mending

to

HOUSE.

Mr. Hooper, from the Committee on Ways
and Means, reported a bill providing that all
judgments recovered by the United States in
suits now pending, or hereafter brought for
collection or recovery of duties on imports, and
money due the United States from Collectors
or other officers, shall be paid in gold and silver coin of tlie U uited .Slates.
Passed.
A resolution was adopted instructing tlie
Military Committee to inquire into the protlie pay of soldiers to (15
priety of increasing
per month, and making such deduction in tlie
salaries of tlie army not actually engaged.
A resolution w as adopted calling on tlie Secretary of tlie Navy, whether appointments of
Aming Midshipmen had Mbeu made during the
of Congress, and If so to lurnisli tlie
Clots.
A resolution was adoptedjnstnicting the
Committee on Wavs and Means to inuiiire into
tile expediency nl repealing so much of the
law relating to the collection of duties on imports, Ac., as provides for distributions of penalties among officers of customs.
A resolution was adopted instructing tlie
Committee oil Ways and Means to consider
tlie propriety of admitting cotton brought from
foreign countries, free.
A resolution was adopted instructing the
Committee on Public Expenditures to examine
into tlie expenses of the General Land Office,
and report what reduction may be made.
Mr. Cox asked leave to introduce a resolution instructing the Committee on Ways and
Means to inquire into tlie "expediency of reducing tlie tax on w hiskey to live cents.
Mr. Lovejoy objected.
Mr. Aldrich intoduced u lull abrogating all
treaties between the United States and a certain band of Sioux Indians, and tor the relief
of sufferers by tlie Indian outbreaks in Minne-

have

and
communicated it to the government,
that under certain circumstances the South
were ready to
return—aye, from leading statesmen ol the South.
Men of position and influence in the southern
confederacy bad exa
desire
to
return
pressed
under a Democratic
rule; the past to be forgotten, the public debt
on both sides to be
provided for, unu they were
willing to let by-gones be by-gones if the North
would, and the Union once again be restored.
(Terrific cheers, lasting several miuutes.)”

N.I

I'etV

have

linen

regarded

as

vessel,

Ticket* for the Course of Ten

DUNHAM, Secretary.

Peace.

>

Stores,Merchandize, Dwellings, House'
hold Furniture,

and other good property, insured on favorable terms
Firgt Close Oicellinyg in the
city, or country vil
lages, and Farm property taken for one, three or
five years, at LOWEST RATES.

W. D.

destroyed.

The losses at South Mountain and Antietam
put dow n at 1742 killed, 8066 wounded,
and 913 missing, a total of 10,721.
The report status that the army rested on
the north bank of the Potomac near Sharpshurg, from the 17th of Sept, to Oct. 26th, and
says the long inactivity of so large an army in
the face of a defeated foe, and during the most
favorable season for rapid marches and a vigorous campaign, was a matter of
great disappointment and regret.
Gen. Halleck states that he telegraphed McClellan Oct. 6th to cross the river. General
McClellan disapproved the plan of
crossing
south of the Blue Ridge, lint proposed to cross
at Harper’s Ferry and move on Winchester,
but, d id not cross until Oct. 16th and then at
Berlin, the passage occupying till Nov. 3d.
During this period Gen. McClellan stopped
communicating with the Commander-in-chief
addressing the President. On the 5th his removal was ordered.
are

WILL GIVE A

SLL six

CLINTON FI'KBISII A CO.,

Forwarding & Commission Merchants,

I

STREET,

C HICAGO.

|

1T|.

1

,JUTiiursda

OLIVE
Charles U.
Thin is
libel for

ucinby.

a
divorce. bearing date Oct. 20.1802,
and was entered in Court at this term. Marriage ol
the |>aHie* is alleged to have taken plar»* May llth,
1857. < aunts of divorce alleged are, adulter)- alleged
to have beeu committed by said t Ita He* O. t^uiuby
with a woman unknown ; neglect to provide a suitable and comfortable home and proper support and
maintenance for complainant and her child Clara D.
Qaiubv; personal abuse and desertion. The libel also
prays that the custody and education of said Clara
I>. i^uinby may be entrusted to said libelant.

! dent

j

|

Press.

They

are a

of the Courier is

length,

as

those of the

fraction wider.

eight dollars

The

per year.

price

& if

BARRELS

WANTED!

Twenty-Five C ents,

rash,

J'“

Portland, Nor, I. 1302.

gfffc

M ERC H AND ISE
Choice Vermont Butter !
LBS. OF THOSE CHOICE DAIRIES

4000

—OF—

"V'ermont Butter,

!

reccired this

day, and

nale by

for

WILLIAM L WILSON,
Portland Nor. 6. 18d2.
372 Cougrcm Street,
novfl edlw&eodtf

arc invited.

SALT.
in IU U )
n 1

;

mins, tcrks island,
ONI nud LIVERPOOL.

-L",VkI

s

trap-

DA N A & CO

norlS end k wSvrtS

kackebeT.
IIWUI BBI.S. No. 1.

llRRI

700 itbl«. No. 2
—A LAO—

Winter Term will

For information
novlO d& w2w22

At G'2 Middle

on

hand, and

are

ALSO,

A

FULL

Fryeburg,

Latest

THE

IMPORTER

comcon-

All the Latest Styles of
FUR
GOODS,

SEW ALL. Sec’v.

19,1*2.

nov24 dlw

g

Seminary.

A,

Ml’FFS. CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, Ac., Ac.,

all of which will be sold

FOI! HALE & TO

CLOTHING,
TWO

Furnishing Goods,

prices to suit tho times.
dtf
Portland. Nov. 19.1862.

So. 1

LET'

Fine* American Sable Furs!
FOR SALE AT

SHAW’S, 136 MIDDLE STREET,

House Co8* Sale.
story wooden house, nearly

Fitch and

River Sable

Furs,

THE
Street, known
dtf
Oct. 27

FOR SALE AT SHAW'S.

exchanged, altered and repaired,

Furs

ON
1ST E

on

New and Desirable Styles of

Cloths,

Enquire

ty Call in before purchasing elsewhere, and ass

j

jor

yourself!

95 MIDDLE STREET.
oc29dtf

AND

Town .'Votes anil

oc2o tl*

and

Promptly Executed

—

Press Office.

tlerclian Is.

Ship

AM) DEALERS 12*

I

—

MOULTON'S BLOCK,

Long Wh*I >

Corner Commercial St. and

Portland,
JOHN

Room

•-•Particular attention paid to procuring Freights
and purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vessels.
dA w6m7
August 2, 1862.

tliev

especially

norlO dtf

On the

for thos

>

THROUGH TICKETS
YORK, PHILADELPHIA, HALT!
WASIIINUTON. and to all parts <i f
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. a 1
NEW

the most popular route9 and at the lowert Bofto
W. It. LITTLE, Aii*-iit.
rate*, for sale by
Office 31 Exchange St.
Oat. 2
dtf

Photographic Gootls A 4 li<iiiit al!>
UR stock in this department is complete, con

O'

priainir every article used in the art.
llOUltlSON St CO.,
26, Market Square.
)une21dtfvv3t

Portland, Nov.
nov8 d4w

A. S. KING,
A BUTLER
CYRUS THURLOW.

Noyes,

LOOK!!

606

30

or

foar far

IP

Above the Poet Office.
*27—dlw*

PLeal Estate,

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

ao HOUSES, it price from #1000 toWOOO.
1U0 HOUSE LOIS, at priced from S200to #3000.
2,000,000 feet of FLA TS.
1,000.000 fact of LAND
2 STORE LOTS on Commercial street.

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,
Block,

MOSES GOIXD, 74 Middle St.,
Lr Staibr.
nov27 dtf

PORTLAND. MK.

PEBBT

Army, again tender*
his professional service* to the people of Portlaud ami vicinity.
absent—in PRACTICAL
Hi*
SURGERY, warrant* him iu calliug attention to
this branch.
Residence and Office—71 Free Street.
nov 27 dtf

Shirts, Shirts.

returned from the

GENTLEMEN,

experience—while

NOTICE.
ANY person having from Five to Ten Hundred
J\. Dollar* to invest, may learn of an established
business, in which a large*portion of the citizen* ot
Portland are interested, which will give constant employment and pav well, bv addressing
r™1* Dfflce.
BUSINESS,
decl dtf

!

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE I

BRIGS, DYE STIFFS. CLASS IARI,

HAVING

each

DRESSER’S, 1*9 Exchange 8treet,

;lKTE9TnEHTS

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

DR.

A Poem

Beckett.

real,

AT

JOHN W. PEKKINS A CO.,

jul29d& wlv

LOOK!!!

HESTER, the Bride of the Islands.

by Sylvester B.

nov

Thomas

7th,

1862.

__

nov26 4wd& w23

86 Commercial Street,

under

KINO, BUTLER & THURLOW,

JAMES NOYES.

F. W. BAILEY.

admitted equal

No. 185 Commercial St., Portland, X*.

5ft, 5N A ft* EirliiiiiKr Sf„ Portland.

premises.

TOMOKE ami

j

this

the firm style of

BOOK PUBLISHERS.

rilHESE Skates are intended to cover deliciencie 1
X of skates heretofore made, and especially in La
dies’ ami (.cuts’ Shakes, with the Patent Ankle Sup
ports, which need only to be seen ami tried to insur
for them a ready sale.’ They are mad** from the be«
materials, latest styles, and of superior workman
ship. Any person can learn to skate well in lea- that
one-fourth of the time, by using the Patent Ankl

Support—and

NOTICE.
THURLOW is

day
Partner in the firm of Kixo k Butler.
CYRUS
The business of the hrm will be conducted

Papers.
&;

Bailey

(Patented.

useful

er

LOOK!

Something INI' ew!

are

public generally to give them a call whenevthey dWire to replenish their ‘'understanding#.”
W. W. L. Is agent lor the 1^-avitt and Wilcox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES, augft-ffmd

aud the

STATIONERY,

BOOKS,

Co.)

variety and style for gentlemen’s aud la*
^Mry
^^^die« wear, aud iuvite all his old customer#

-AND-

JOSEPH HALE.

THE ULONDIN SKATE,

¥

E. Shaw k

MIDDLE STREET,

As usual.keeps coustantlv supplied with fraah
and fashionable BOOTS aud SHOES, in eva-

SHI

-Portland,

Me.

YEATON,

(Formerly
No. 88

RUBBERS.

1.0 Til HOP,

W.

W.

Have one of the largest gtock* of Stationery in the
State, bought for CAS/I OXL V, and much of it before it advauced in price. Any one wishing to purchase in quantities, or for their private use, will find
prompt attention aud good bargains in

and Cabin Stores

Agent, Washington, D. C.

SHOES^ &

BOOTS,

EXCHANGE STREET,

5ft & 5h-

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS
—

oc21 tf

BAILEY & NOYES,

Y E ATON * H A EE.

Commission

Maine State

11YKKY PERSON who ha* occasion to Me quauJLi titles of Stationery should purchase a year's supply at once, for it has already advanc-d in price, and
will undoubtedly in six month* COST DOUBLE
what it now doe*.

AT T1IE—

HATHAWAY,

J. W

Envelopes.

PRINTING.
Neatly

Communications to be addressed to

LETTER RARER AND

pF

Association,

No. 275 F Street.

Orders,

AND ALL OTHER KINDS

—

Soldiers’ Relief

fiied

COUPONS,

WITH

AMD

—

The large House on the corner of Middle and Will.>w Streets, recently occnby Mrs. C. A. Richards as a* boardPomeerioo givea imnn.ling boBM.
ately. For particulars enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR

Bonds.

Oorporation

AGENCY

TIAIYE

To Let.

TOWN

GOODS,

offer at

Prices to suit the Times !

office of

at

they

Which

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 27 Exchange St.
Sept. 15.18*2.
•

I,. HAILEY, 42 Exchange St.
eodtf

Clothing-,

FURNISHING

Spring

the Rolfe House. Enquire of
8 .1 ANDERSON.

lo Let.
Commercial Street, heflfl of Hobson’s Wharf.
Inquire of J. II llAMLEN.
Office on Hobson’s Wharf.
sep4lf

BOND

HA VIC BEEN RKC KIVINO

THE

Boys,

Middle Street.

R0LLINsT&

To Let.
commodious Chamber in the northerly corner of the new brick block, corner of Lime and
Milk Streets, directly facing the market. Kent ow

PATTERNS !

For Ladies, Gentlemen and

-AT-

No. Oft

Cooper's Shop

no\27 4wedis

nov20

as

—

PORTLAND. ME.
Gold, Silver and Vul-

on

NVAV FALL UOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

to

TO TFT.
Easterly Tenement of the Honse

Block. C«»rress Stmt,

Artificial Teeth inserted
canite base,
tiud&woc

be finished off to the satisfaction of th*» occupant. Also the whole third floor of the Codmau
Block, with offices on second floor.
A No two small Stores on Temple street, next above
the Cod man Block. Rcut low. Enquire of
Oct. 27 —dtf
8. J. ANDERSON, 54 Free St.
same,

Clapp's

OPP. OLD CITY HALL.

TO LET.
STORE in t ollman Block, next to
fpiiEsnacious
1 L. A Marrett’s, or if desired one ball ot the

FURS!!!

FURS!!

if MECHANICAL

^Bdentint,

new. in good
well arranged lor two families, with
enough for two more houses, will be sold at a
bargain. A large part of the purchase money can
retnaiu on mortgage, if desired.
BREED & TUKEY, 50 Union Street.
Nov. 22.
dtf

will sell at

FURS!

%

SURGEON

IT repair, and

we

reasonable terms.

DR. C. H. OSCiOOD,

land

which

mw/

No. 120 .Middle Street.
no\21

X

Or THE

the

on

ft# Call before purchasing elsewhere.

O urn liRIUU T «} X, ME.
ri!UK Winter Term will commence on Tuesday,
JL Dec. 2d, 1*2. and continue ele>en weeks.
C. E. IllI.ToN, A. M., Principal.
T. ii. MEAD. Secretary.
North Bridgtnu, Nov. 4, 1*2.
uov6 eodA wtdec4

A

Gentlemen’s

COLLARS.

Bridjilun Vnulfiuy,
AT

lat-

-coxsistixo or-

CAPlir

Institution will comTuesday, December 2d, and coutinue

Winter Term of this

mence on

MSkRlUT,

NO. 120 MIDDLE 8THEET,
«nd Maxcucti rkr. ha, «.n hand,
and i« eonafanllv inaiiulacturinK from the beat
ftock.

Principal.
B.

cod A w3w22

WKORtit A. M

eleven weeks.
For anv further information apply to the Secretary, or J. B. Webb. Principal.
•I. A. WATEBMAN,Secretary.
novlO deodffc w 3w 21

Styles of

READY-MADE

Not.

Ciorhiun

and CaMimrres.
STOCK

M
L>

CLOTHS. OVERCOATINGS,
Fancy Dorvkim

to E. 8. Hovt, Principal,or
J A M ES BATES. Secretary.

tinue ten weeks.
MR. B P. SNOW, A

of

most desirable styles

nor 18

apply

: FI!HE Winter Term of this institution will
I A in once Wednesday, Dec. 3d. 1*2. and will

Slroot,

daily receiving tho

on

Fryrburg Academy.

Opposite tho Custom House,
Have
est aud

commence

Quarter Bb!§.. aud Kit< of Fame.
DAN A A CO.

Tuesday,

THE
Dec. 2d, and continue eleven weeks.

u3w 24

GARDDER A BROR

alf and

Tar mo nth Arad<‘iuy,
YARMOUTH, ME.

North

Cumberland as:
At the Supreme Judicial Court t»egun and held at
Portland, within ami for said County of ClHlwr<
land, on the second Tuesday of October, Anno
Domini. 1*2.
l"|M>u the foregoing libel Ordered. That the libelant
give notice to all |H*rsous interested in the prayer
thereof, to appear before the Justices of our Supreme
Judicial Court, to he lioldeu at Portland. within aud
for the County of Cumberland, on the third Tuesday
of Jautian next, by publishing an abstract of said
libel and tliis order thereon, three weeks successively
in the Maine State Press printed in Portland, the last
publication to be thirty days at least before the sitting
of said Court, that they may then, and there, in our
said Court appear, and shew cause, if anv they have,
why the prayer of said libelant should not be granted.
D. W. FESSENDEN. Clerk.
Attest.
Abstract of libel and order of Court thereon.
D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
Attest.

j

in

FLOUR

EDUCATIONAL.

FOR

same

1

late proclamation, would tend to quell the rehellion, and insure the future union and harmouy of
t
all the States.
l7nov

State of Maine.

having weak ankles. For sale by
Harlem,. 22
CIIAS. DAY, Jr., Ill Middle St.
75
Hudson,.
nov26 3w
[Argus please copy.
Erie. 61}
New York Central,.1(>2}
NOTICE.
Pacific Mail.121*
SALE, in Newcastle, at Damariscotta Mill*
Cumberland Coal Company,. 13*
about eighty M good seasoned Pine Hoards; lot
American Gold,.
130?
United States one year certificates. 974 I of Shingles. Laths. Ac.; Timber for a small hous
United States 5’s of 1874 coupons,. 92/ ! frame; a quantity of White Oak Hoards and Plank
United States 6’s 1881 coupous.104} ! beeu kept under cover about eight months.
Any one wanting to buv can call on
JAMES ML Lid AN,

ber, and the

A teentleman and
Wife,
three or four .iugle gentlemen can
lad
**“* *1H>d board by aiiplrinr im,aU,|>r *t 37 Midiilx Street.
uoih 2wood*

A Nl)

The next meeting of this Association for
Lec TURKS AND D* BATES will !>e held Thursevening. !>c. 4th, at 74 o’clock, in their
Library Hall.

Public

a,.

10,000

Question for Discussion :
Rtnolved, That the enforcement of the principle of
universal emancipation, a-* announced in the Presi-

Reading. 76}

size so that its columns are the same iu num-

The

~

\

day

7^

J

rt.

TRUE fc CO.

married couple »i>ht. hoard and lodrn.
the winter In a rc.prcfable fauilh
Address im mediate*]? 0.. Box 38 I* 6
iiov27 d3t*

L A N C A S

d|r

S8:

immediately,

_tTOODMAX.

COURSE OF

II. C. 1. Association.

STATE OF MAINE.

Oak,A*h and Whit*
"bieh °“h

Boned Wanted.

A Grand Ball!

1.

Supreme Judicial Court—Octnl^r Term, 1862.
JANE Ql'INBY Lib't for divorco

hi„»»o.t

25 GOOD COAT MAKERS.
Inquire at

Manager*—J. n. Barberick, W. H. Phillips, j.
B. Hack left, C. J. Harris.
Ticket* for the Course-83.60;
Siugle Tickets, 75
cents—for sale by the Managers.
Music by Chandler's i^uaduille Band.
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
nov24

A stated meeting of the M. C. M. A««ociation will be held at the Library Room on
y Evening. Dec. 4th. at 7] o'clock.
•T;
Vr
F. M. OARSLEY, Secretary.
dec2 3t

CUMBERLAND,

the

Wanted

The fourth Assembly will be on CHRISTMAS
EVE, on which occasion there will be extra
dance*.
The fifth will Ik- on A F. \V YEAR'S E V E
with EXTRA DANCES, to dance the old vear out and
the New Year in. The coarse will close with

4k

regarded as manufactures within tlie
meaning of tlie excise law, and they are consequently exempt from duty. The tax on diamonds aud emeralds, when previously cut and
prepared for setting, will he assessed only on
tlie value of the setting.

The Boston Courier lias reduced its

Cood Ked

“u

FRAN KLIN C ARTER.

References—.!. B. Brown A Soil, Portland.
••
W. W. Thomas,
A. K. ShurtlefT,
S. J. Smith,
W. J. Einmet, New York.
Harris, Heyl A Co.. Philadelphia.
dcc2 dA w3tv24

not

rails.

Hoops.
^M
Wllogtilicad
priiif“*

f E li H AI.L,
commencing on
Tuesday Eveuing, December 2d.

AT

Wharf, Portland.

moil

HtCo",M

__

Lecture*,

assemblies

rot.toe., trttk

The highest ware.
J0HN "X<
Commercial iirMt.

l°

The Friends of Temperance

dec2 ood3w& w24

CLINTON FURBISH.

No. 3 L

SI™tSh0<lk T,ker*
nSv1013wPP>

to be obtained at the Bookstore*, and at Paine’* Music Store.
Members Tickets (each member entitled to two) 81
each—to be had at E. C- Andrew*’, 67 Exchange St.
Charles E. Jose.
I
John o. Twitchill,
I
John C. Proctor,
Lecture
*“
E. P. GXKRIHH,
Tho§. e. Twitchill,
Committee.
O. M. Markltt,
Eben Cokkv,
Portland, Nov. 26. 1*J2.
nov2>3 td

31 Exchange Street.

dgt*

Shook tinkers Wanted.

*

NO. 24 RIVER

1. 2w

uo

|

LITTLE, General Agent.

Office

are

23^* The judicial decision against Train’s
street railroad in London as a nuisance, has
been reaffirmed, and Train's bondmen have a
large bill to settle lor costs and removal of the

ortland. Nov. 2D, ilea.

Wanted.

$1.25,

Pittsfield, Nov. 1,1862.

Sworn to before me,
Sam’l E. Howe, Justice of the

__

comer

2000 BAH**L?. •»l*»Wefor

followed by
JIev. W31. II MILBCKX.
FRED. H. HEDGE. I), D..
Kiev. EDWIN < Jit )LLES,
Rev. HENRY WARD BEECHER,
Dr. «I. (». HOLLAND (alias Timothy Titcorob).
JOHN B. GOUGH, Esq.,
Hon. EDWARD EVERETT.
The Committee are in correspondence with other
eminent Lecturer* to complete the list.

$9 994 00

Dwelling House. iitu>>~<
Street, wiSkftSS

Hall.

delivered by

to be

ENSIGN H. KELLOGG, President.

a

APP*f *'«!»
of E**kan*r.£S'r!*i
r,’??:
kede
r«J Street,
(up .tans n.ffice No. S.
I

Wednesday Evening,Dec. 3d, 186?,

j

charged

Lecture will be

i

1

President of the U. S. Sanitary Commission,

Losses adjusted and due—None.
unadjusted,
$*2,094 OQ
rejiortcd and not due,
7,3*/) 00

J. N.

Wanted.

TO purcha,.

HENRY W. BELLOWS, D. D.,

li

* 239,701

Opening

The

City

ew

JtVAXTS.

:

THE

A

^_

Association

Tenth A nn n a I Series of Public lecture., nnder the diracHon of the McretntUe
Library Asaociation, will be delivered in the

9150,000 OC
939,761 If

up,

Liabilities.

manufactures, nor
Sails, wiicn made

liable to taxation as such.
upon order and to suit a particular

Ins. Co.

Assets, as follows, viz
Bank Stocks—market value,
$49,292 5<
Railroad and Gas Stocks.
17,955 Oi
LoaiiM on mortgage* of Heal Estate, valued at over $900,000,
122,769 K
Loans, on Bank and other stocks,
22,915 7’
Cash on hand and in hands of Agents,
21.633 6J
Other investments and accrued interest,
8.498 01
Personal property,
1,696 4;

....

I.ibrary

LECTURES.

THE-

Itlnssuehnsetts

Capital Stock, all paid
Surplus over Capital,

and competent officers, and measures have
been taken to carry these recommendations
Present to Gen. Banks.
into effect. The Secretary culls special attenNew Yokk. Dec. 2.
tion to the necessity of providing additional
Gen. Banks was the recipient to-night of a
means for the storage ami preservation of ordmagnificent war horse and full equipments,
nance supplies, as recommended in the report
saddle, spurs and mountings, tlie latter from
of the chief of ordnance. The attention of
Belts. Nichols & Co., all presented by friends
tlie department lias been earnestly directed to
of Gen. Banks iu this city. The occasion was
to tlie forts ami fortifications for coast ami
made one of iutense interest by the gathering
hutlior defences.
A personal inspection of
of some hundred ol his friends and officers,
these important works has been made by Gen.
and
tlie remarks made by tlie General and
Totten, the distinguished Chief of Engineers.
The grants made by Congress for fortifications | others who followed were tinctured by hopehas heretofore
at last session amounted Ui $5,UUU,5&> for jar- 1 fulness of that success which
marked his career, and of sadness that Tills
manent and s7oO,()UO for temporary works.
was the last evening which would for some
The Chief of Engineers reports that-these
time to come lie passed by him iu this city.
sums admitted of very material progress, beAmong those present were Assistant Secretary
ing made at most of the important now in of
War Tucker, Brig. Gen. Andrews, Judge
process of construction. This has lieen realPeabody, Hons. Clias. Gould, E. C. Cowdin,
ized in a numlier of instances, and in all a deCol. Howe, Nehemiah Knight, Col. Chickercided advancement has been effected. Great
ing. ( apt. Dwight, \V. H. L. Barney, Capt.
difficulties have been experienced in obtaining
Marshall, Hon. Rufus Andrews, ami others.
supplies of materials from the quarries and
The General embarks to-morrow
the steamstoneyards, owing to the demands made upon er Nortli Star. The 41st Mass.on
Regiment,
tlie classes usually employed in this kind of
Col. Chickerlng, goes in the same vessel.
work by tlie War Department. Similar troubles have been encountered in procuring transFrom the Army of tlie Potomac.
portation for materials.
Mndi has lieen done in advancing the state
Headquarters "Army Potomac, I
of readiness of our principal commercial harDec. 2.—Midnight.
)
bors for service, in preparing for additional
Gen. AveriH commanding a cavalry brigade,
started on a reconnoisance tip tlie" Rappahanguns, in providing for the reception of armament of very large calibre in tiie existing batnock on Sunday. He went as far as Burnett's
teries, and in placing all in effective condition
Ford, from where lie dispatched to here tluit
of defence. Like measures have been observlie had met no enemy.
ed with reference to our naval stations ami
Jackson is believed to have readied Culpepour frontiers generally.
per, with the intention of joining the enemy's
[Owing to tiie lateness of the hour, we arc force now in our front.
The batteries have been silent the past two
obliged to defer the publication of tiie reThe enemy continue to strengthen and
days.
mainder of the report this morning.]
increase their works of defence. Nothing has
transpired so show that the rebels have made
preparation or commenced to fall hack from
Gen. Iliilleck's Report.
their present position.
W.VBHIXUTON, Dec. 2.
Tlie Cominander-in-Ohief, in his report to
From Tennessee.
the Secretary of War. states that he started on
Xasiivii.i.k, Dec. 2.
the 2tth of July to visit tlie army of tlie I’otoThere is much excitement in Middle Tenmacto ascertain it there was a possibility of
nessee about the enforcement ot the conscripan advance
upon Richmond from Harrison's tion act. A regular oaganizatiou lias been
Landing, and if not, to form some plan of unit- formed in Lincoln
County to resist the coning the armies of Gen. l’oue and Gen. Met’leiscription, and the people there fired upon the
Ian, who was of the opinion that it would rerebel
were
while
quire 50,000 additional men to go on. Ilalleek Rebel cavalry are they the consciipting.—
winter meat of
seizing
foragers
replied that there could not possibly he sent
private families.
more than 20,000.
McClellan asked to conRebel guerillas attacked (ten. Sill’s forage
sider the matter till morning, when lie agreed
train yesterday, hut were repulsed witli conto go on with, that number. On Gen. Halsiderable loss. Four passenger cars were run
leck’s arrival home, lie received a dispatch
oti tile track on the south side of Gallatin,
saying that at least 35,000 would he required.
yesterday.
The report states that such reinforcements
could not lie sent without leaving Washington
Municipal Flections.
and Baltimore almost defenceless, and an orNew York, Dec. 2.
der for the withdrawal of the army of the PoIn the election to-day a small vote lias been
tomac was Issued August 3, a previous order
polled. Breman, dem., is elected Comptroller
having been given for the removal of the sick,
and transports in vast numbers supplied, hut
by about 10,000 majority. Dcrelin, dem., is
elected Corporation Counsel by nearly 13,000
that a protest was received from Gen. McClellan on the 5th, and that the order was not put
majority.
in force for eleven days, on the 1-liii August.
The first orders were given to Gen. Burnside
iV’W
IUIK .Uillhll.
to embark at Newport News for Aquia Creek,
New York. Dec. 2.
who arrived there promptly on the night of
Cotton—firmer; sales 125 bales at 67} ;« 68 lor
tlie 3d. A review of the movements before
middling uplands.
Flour—State and Western more active ami 5 @ 10c
Washington is made,
better; Superfine State 560
6 70; Extra do 685(g)
He says that a part of the army of the Po6 00; Round Hoop Ohio 6 70 a 6 80; Superfine Westomac was ordered to tile front from Alexantern 5 60«; 0 35; Southern firmer; mixed to good
6 50 <» 6 80; Fancy and Extra 6 00 vft 9 00; Canada
dria, and that Gen. Cox was ordered to come
ti 10c better; Extra 690 « 8 25.
by rail via. Washington from Western Virgin- 5 Wbedt—1
n 2 better;
Chicago spring 1 10 a 1 23;
ia with the main portion of his force.
Milwaukee club 1 21 •> 1 32; Amber Iowa 1 33 « 1 35;
Of Gen. Pope’s order outlie 27th to Gen.
Winter Red Western 137 a-141; White Westem
1 53.
Porter to be at Bristow Station the next
and 1 h 2c better; Mixed Western
morning, he says for some unexplained reason 72Corn—active
» 74 for
shipping; White Western 80; Golden do
Porter did not comply w ith the order, and his
76: Rouud Yellow 76.
corps was not in the battle of the 28th and
Reef—steady.
Fork—dull and unchanged; Mess 1312.
29th, in which Gen/Pope gained considerable
New Orleans at auctiou 10} @ 10 31.
Sugars—dull;
the
battles
were
not decisive.
ground, though
Coffee—quiet and firm.
Of the reinforcement from Alexandria, emMolasses—dull and drooping.
Freights to Liverpool—drooping; flour Is lid @ 2s;
bracing at length the whole Peninsula army.it
grain 7} «, 8}d for wheat iu snips’ bags.
is said some of the corps moved with becoming
activity, but the delays of others were neither
Stock Market.
creditable nor excusable.
New York, Dec. 2.
The soldiers actually engaged in these battles
Second Fhvird—Stocks heavy.
fought with great lira very, but many thousands Chicago
& Rock Island,. 80}
straggled away from their commands, and it is Cleveland & Toledo. *58
said, not a few voluntarily surrendered to the
Galena & Chicago. 821
Cleveland & l'ittsburg. 42J
enemy so as to be parolled as prisoners of war.
Illinois Central scrip,. 78*
It is added, had the army of the Potomac
Michigan Southern guaranteed,. *3]
arrived a few days earlier the rebel army
Michigan Southern,. 38*
could have been easily defeated and perhaps
Michigan Central,. 90*

di*-

upon parole, to lx? of good behavior
and do no act of hostility against the Government of the United States, while
military
arrests of disloyal persons from tile subject of
in
the
same
the
complaint
States,
discharge of
such persons is complained of in oilier States.
It has been the aim of the department to avoid
any encroachment upon individual rights as
lar as might be consistent with the
public
safety, but reflecting minds will perceive that
no greater encouragement can be given to the
enemy. No more dangerous act of hostility
can lie perpetrated in this war than theetibrts
to prevent recruiting and enlisting for the
armies upon whose strength depends the na*
tional existence.
The expectations of the rebel leaders and
their sympathizers in the loyal States that
the call of volunteers would not be answered,
and that the draft could not be enforced, have
failed, and nothing is left tint to clamor at the
means by wbicli their hopes were frustrated,
and to strive to disarm the Government in the
future, if in the chances of war another occasion for increasing the military force should
arise.
Besides aiding tile State authorities
respecting the draft and enlistment, another
important duty is assigned to Provost Marshals. Tlie army returns and the
report of the
General-in-Chief shows that a large number of
officers and enlisted men are absent from their
posts. The pursuit of such persons and their
compulsory return to duty is a necessary
function of a provost marshal, and such a
number of them only as may be required for
that purpose will in future lie retained in the
service.
Tlie pay and bounty allowed by tiie act
of Congress to recruits have offered
strong
temptations to practice fraud upon the Government, by false returns upon the muster
rolls, anti false charges for sustenance. Diligent efforts are being made for the detection
ot all such practices anil to
bring the guilty
parties, some of whom have held responsible
stations in society1, before a proper civil or military tribunal, as soon as tin; necessary preliminary investigations by the Judge Advocate
can be completed.
The same course is being
pursued in respect to fraudulent contractors
and disbursing officers.
The expenditures for
enlistments,recruiting,
drilling anilsubsistance of volunteers, regulars
aud militia amounts to ^0,092^S2.01.

not

mercantile

OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.,
November 1—in compliance with the laws of Maine

direction, be communicated to the appro- j gold from customs.
priate committee.
A telegram from tlie headquarters of the arThe subject of arming the fortifications,
my of the Potomac to-night from the reporter
particularly those defending the harbors of of the Associated Press represents tlie weathour principal Atlantic ports, lias received
specer clear and cold, hut there was nothing of inial attention, and all tlie means at the disposal
terest in relation to military matters worth
of tlie Superintendent have been applied to
communicating.
that end, so far as was possible ami consistent
Tim testimony in the McDowell Court of Inwith meeting other imperative requirements
quiry this forenoon was to tlie effect of his havin consequence of the introduction into naval
ing granted protection to some ground sown
warlarc of iron-clad vessels, comparatively
with grain belonging to a Mr. Hofiinan.of Bell
safe from the effects of such batteries as had
Plain, a man neutral iu polities, as aNo to sehitherto lieen sufficient to guard effectually
for tlie sustenance of his family and
curing
against the passage of hostile vessels, it be- servants a small quantity of corn still iu his
came necessary to
provide heavier anil more possession, and which had not, as yet, been tapowerful ordnance. The whole system of ken for the use of our army. The testimony
sueli armament was carefully revised aud
showed receipts were given to Union men for
amended by a board of tlie most experienced
property taken, hut not those known as rebels.

been free from any of tlie calamities occasioned
by the rebellion, and an earnest ami deep sympathy has liecn manifested by tlie loyal citizens
of tlie Pacific States in support of tlie Uuiou.
From a survey of the whole Held of operations, it is appareut that whatever disasters
our arms may have suffered
at particular
points, a great advance has been made since
the commencement of tlie w ar. Union forees
are now in the Held under able commanders,
stronger than ever, resolute and eager to be
led against the enemy and crush the rebellion
by a vigorous winter campaigu. -The armies
of the Potomac and the West stand ready to
vie with each other iu dealing the quickest
and heaviest blows against the enemy. Taught
by experience of the ruin of iuactiou and
delay, a spirit of earnest activity seems to
pervade the forces of the United States beyond what hits hitherto been exhibited iu tlie
numerous battles and engagements that have
occurred. Our armies in general have displayed the courage and determination that
should officers and soldiers fighting iu defence
of their Government.
Under the calls of July and August there
are already ill the field over 42U,000 new
troops, of which 890,000 are volunteers. 832.000
of w hom have volunteered for three years or
the war. It will lie remembered the call was
made at one of those periods of despondency
w hich occur in every national struggle.
A chief liojie of those who set the rebellion
on foot was for aid and comfort from disloyal
sympathizers in the Northern Stales, whose
efforts were relied u|m«i to divide and distract
tlie people of the North, and prevent them
from putting forth their whole strength to preserve the national existence.
Tlie call for volunteers and a draft of the
militia, offered an occasion for disloyal persons
to accomplish their evil purposes by discouraging enli talents and encouraging opposition
to the war and the draft of soldiers to carry it
on.
Anxiety was felt iu some States at the
probable success of these disloyal practices,
and the government was urged to adopt measures of protection by temporary restraint of
those engaged iu these hostile acts.
To that
end provost marshals were appointed in some
States, upon nomination of their Governors, to
act under direction of the State Executive,
and the w rit of habeas corpus was suspended
by our order. By order of the War Department arrests were forbidden unless authorized
by the State Executive or Judge Advocate.—
Some instances of unauthorized arrests have
occurred, and when brought to tlie notice of
the Department, the parties have been immediately discharged. By a recent order all persons arrested for discouraging enlistment.- or
disloyal practices in the Stales where the quotas of volunteers and militia are filled up have
been released.
Other persans arresteik by
military commanders and sent from departments where their presence was deemed danrmblie

Western

your

Wasuixotox, Dec. 2.
Secretary of War details the military
operations during the past year, and points to
the fact that tlie department ofthe Pacific has

tile

-OP

Every means the country affords lias lieen
put forth to complete the armaments of our
It is estimated that the amount of Custom
forts and fortifications for the defence of bar- j House
treasury notes now outstanding is less
hors and coasts, os is shown by the report of j than fourteen millions, aud not sixteen milthis bureau.
Those details are for obvious
lions, as stated. I’, is thought that by the midreasons not now stated,and tlie legislation re- I dle of
January this amount will he absorbed,
this
branch
of
the
service
quired by
will, by J when the government will lie in receipt of

Secretary of War's Report.

to

are

ENTERTAIXMENTS.”

CONDENSED STATEMENT

old stock or to increase tlicir equipment, must
pay a tax upon the whole \ alue of such manufactures if their annual products exceeds
$000, even though the articles are manufactured for their own use. Caiqiets, when prepared by dealers in carpets and upon special

orders,

■

MISCELLANEOUS.

teers, and the other olficers who were with him
in the recent transportation of the pontoon
train from this
.point to Falmouth, Va. It is
alleged that M;y. Spaulding started with the
train two and a half days later than he should
have started, and was live days longer on the
road than was necessary.”
It seems to be well settled that Caleb B.
Smith will shortly resign his position as Secretary of the Interior, to accept the vacant District Judgeship in Indiana
In some circles it is asserted that Senator
Browning will succeed to the vacancy thus
created.
Nothing is known here confirmatory of the
report that Gen. Burnside has been relieved of
the command of the army of the Potomac.
The President has sent to the Seuate for
confirmation* the nominations of Brig. Gens.
Sykes and Butterfield to be Major Generals,
and sixteen Colonels to he Brig. Generals.
The estimates of the Treasury Department
are unavoidably delayed.
The Committee of
Ways and Means, therefore, have no data
on which to frame the general appropriation
bills. The Secretary’s report will be ready
some time this week.
An otticial document shows the number of
seamen registered in the several ports of entry
during the year ending with September last to
he 4580. of whom 123 were naturalized. Of
tile total number Maine is credited with 1435,
New Hampshire 23, Massachusetts 1330, Rhode
Island (15, Connecticut 21, New York 155, New
Jersey 457, Pennsylvania 702, Florida 55, Oregon 1, South Carolina 0.
Acting Assistant Surgeon Campbell lias been
ordered to Port Royal for duty on board the
steamer Com. McDonough.
Acting Master
Washburue lias been ordered to Cairo for duty.
Acting Master Sliaiikland has been ordered to
tlie command of the Preble. Acting Vol. I.t.
W. 11. West lias been ordered to New York
for command of the Massachusetts. Acting
Master E. Kimball has been ordered to Hampton Roads for duty on the Galena.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue lias
made the following decisions:—Railroad coin-

wcu uu a staii: ui
1 lie cutgreat iiiagimiiue.
lection of tlie vast armies which have been
raised, and. their transportation to the field of
operations in so short a period, would not have
been possible but for the extent of our system
of steam transport by railroad, river and sea.
It lias not live11 found necessary to exercise
within the loyal States the power conferred
upon the 1‘resideut by law to take actual arbitrary possession of tlie railroads of the country. The various companies met in convention in this city, and united In proposing a
uniform tariff for government transportation,
which appears to Ik; just and equitable, and
they have performed all tlie services required
of them by the Department with a promptness,
efficiency and cheerfulness which do honor to
the patriotism of their managers.

Adjourned.

gerous

From

The successful movements of the various expeditions by sea, the transportation of such
large bodids of troops, and their regular supply at distant points of the coast, affords striking proofs of the greatness of the luHitary resources of the nation.
These movements have

Avljourned.

sota.

general acquiesance

supply available.

The

chance.

a

The Departure of the “290” from Liverpool.—In conversation with an officer of
the

SENATE.

the route

will relieve them from the incubus of freight

Daily Press.

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.

was

A money

of late

TO T1IE

Portland

Washington.
Washington, Dec. 2.
The Star has the following: "The War Dethe
has
arrest of Miy. Spauldcaused
partment
ing, of the otlth New York Engineer Volun-

of all the loyal
States iu the measures deemed necessary to
strengthen the aimies and prosecute the war
at every hazard to final success, proves the
fidelity ol the people to the Government, and
their determination to maintain its unity and
uphold its authority over the whole territory
of the United States.
The Secretary says that experience has
shown that serious defects exist in the militia
law wliicluBliould be promptly remedied. The
luw relative to volunteers also needs amendment.
The views of the department on these
subjects will be communicated to the appropriate Committees of Congress.
It will be seen that the Quartermaster’s Department, upon which, under the law ol the
17th July, providing for the employment of
colored persons, the charge of such persons is
cliiefiy imposed, has not Ibuml itself burdened
with their care, but that it has, on the contrary, derived valuable aid from their Ialior, and,
in a considerable portion of its field of operations, lias thus far suffered from a scant rather
than from too great a supply of such labor. In
Louisiana, where at one time there was apprehensions of embarrassment from tile number
of refugees, the reserve of a tract of rich land
along the railroad to Herrick's Hay opens up a
territory in which many thousands can lie
profitably employed it' placed under proper
regulation and control. At Port Royai such
persons have been extensively mployed iu
the work of the Quartermaster’s Department
and in cultivating some thousands of acres of
the sea islands of the coast, the products of
which are used in the support of themselves
and families. In the operations of the army
on the James river and on the Potomac, in the
fortifications of Washington, and as laborers,
teamsters, and in the landing and shipping of
stores, they have bceu of great service, and
the demand for their labor has excelled the
The

TOWN.

j

you want a cheap and perfect fitting shirt, plea##
leave your measure for Mrs. A. MOFFOTT’# ceiobratiMl Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloth#,
and good custom work, at the very lowest price#.

IF

OT* Remember the place,
MRS. A. MOFFOTT’S,

No.

H7

Market S<tu*rm9

Orders roepectfullv solicited by Mrs.
will pay personal attention to the same.

Moffott, who
auUoodtf

POETRY._

—

Wile aud I.
this morning. mv wife and I,
out of temper, and scarce knew why,
Though the cause was trivial and common ;
But to look in our eyes you’d have sworn that we both
Were a couple of enemies spiteful and wroth—
Kot wedded man aud woman.

quarrel’d

We
We

YEARS.

25

were

in a play.
Wife, life a tragedy
Tossed her sweet little head in as lofty a way
a
little
woman
was
able;
A» so
8he clenched her lips with a sneer aud a frown,
While I, being rougher, stamped up aud down.
Like a careless groom in a stable.
oueeu

You'd have thought us the bitterest (seeing us then,)
Of little women and little men,
You’d have laughed at our spite and passion;

For

blush

on our

WALTER
Furnished the

laces.

COREY,

mansions of the wealthy aud the
dwellings of tho lowly.

«

sell-reproving;

But. seeing I acted an humble part.
She laughed outright with a frolic heart—
A laugh as careless as Cupid?
And the laughter wrangled along my brain
Till I almost fell in a passion again,
And became quite stubborn and stupid.
And tl is was the time for her arms to twine
Around tbis stubboi nest neck of mine,
Like the arms of a maid round her lover;
And feeling them there, w Ph their warmth, you
I laughed quite a different laugh; and so
The storm (as I called it) was over.

know,

In the great, fierce fights of the world we try
To shield one another, my wife aud I,
Like brave strong man and woman ;
But the trivial quarrel* o’ da> s and tights
Unshackle our souls for the great fierce lights.
Aud keep us lowly and human.

POWER OF THE WILL.

Children often rise in the morning in anything

seems to

them, and

Lccky Days.—The Anglo-Saxous deemed
it highly important that a child should be born

lucky day, on which the whole tenor of
Ms life was supposed to depend; for in their
opinion, eacli day bad its peculiar influence
upon the destiny of the newly-born. Thus,
the first day of the moon was preferred above
all others, lor the arrival of the iittle stranger,

for they said, “a child born on that day is sure
to live aud prosper.” The second day was
not so fortunate as the first, as the child born
on that day “would grow fast but uot live
long.” If lie was born on the fourth day of
the moou he was destined to become a great
politician; if on tile tenth, a great traveler;
and if on the twenty-first, a bold marauder.
But of all tlie days of the week on which to
be born, Sunday was by far the most lucky,
and if it fell on the new moou tlie child's prosperity was destined to be unbounded. Friday
was an unlucky birthday, not only because it
was the crucifixion of our Lord the Savior,
but because, according to Anglo-Saxon calculations, Adam ate the forbidden fruit on Friday, and was also expelled from Paradise aud
died and deseuded into hell on that day.—

Trupp'e Anglo-Saxon Home.

I

l'ph*Ultry

WATER !

human *v*tem

importaut to health ai d comfort than the Eye and
Ear, and ret none are lest understood or more neglected. Thev seem to na«s even common observation.
aud yet every part of the body is dependent up n
them for life and health.
are more

Poor Richard’s Eye and Ear Water
Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonder*
ft] in its operations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. I\ g.
IIknsox. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. U.
Philadelphia, Oct. 17,18®.
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation bad been produced, in
eonaequeuce of which I suffered constant martyrdom. Every moment of my waking life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A

hope

of thus

finding

relief.

meantime, most providentially. I noticed
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD'S EYE WATER. I had never heard ot it before, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
In the

delightfol
irritation

light,

Iu a very few days the painful
removed: I could bear tlie strongest

results.
was

in

usual.

as

Verdigris,

FCRNITCRE made to order.
tf
1st. 1SC2.

N. B -SHir
October

COAL

<fc

DELIVERED TO AN’Y FART OF THE CITY.

Pure amt Free Hunting.

COAL
best

are

quality, and

of Maine MTt’/.
SAWYER & WHIT.VEY.
head

FOR SOLEIXG

OR

MEXDIXG

Boots and Shoes.

Insolvable in Water

Cement,

PHOTOGRAPHS.
fauKIrice

that he has resumed busii.es*

atl^^ES

KKUliis former place. No. 96 Middle St..IyJKM i
where he is prepared to execute
Sijw*

LIKENESSES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

In India Ink, Water,

enjoyment of

to

or

Oil Colors.

copying

old

Daguerreo*

which he is
notice.

OT"Sick

Carte* de Visit©,M
prepared to make satisiketory

their residence.
The largest collection (of Pictures of the various
kinds) in the city ma\ be seen at his Reception Room,
96 Middle Street, up one short flight of stain, opposite Casco Bank.
free to all for examination of Specimens.

Koopu

J. V. P. BIKMIAM.
octttf

.HoIas*e», Wood. Palm
Tobacco.
A 1 HMDS. MOLASSES,
*±L 8 Bbls.

Leaf and

7 ilhdt. Me ado,
*
Bbls. Honey,
Logs Cedar,
Logs Mahogany,
Tons Fustic,
866 Bundles Palm Leaf,

4
249
110

100 Mats
90 Bales Tobacco
26 Hides,
8 Ba'esSea Island

Cotton.
Cargo of Brig ••Charlei.a." from Manzanillo, for
■aiebv
HOl'HM EATON.
uovSlmd
No. 1 Central Wharf.

Notice.
Patrick Callan. late of Portland,
deceased, having been represented insolvent,the
Judge oi Probate lias appointed the undersigned
Commissioners to receive and examine all claims and
demands against said estate. And all persons are
hereby notified that the meetings of the Commissioners for the above
purposes will be held at the
office of Frederick JFox, 64 Middle street. Portland,
on the last Saturday of each of the following
months,
viz: November. December, 1862, January
February,
March and April, 18G3—fkom 2 to 6 o clock P. M., on

THE

and went forth to the

now

keep

a

bottle of italwa>

s

iu

Estate of

Gray Beards,

HENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1480 Poplar St.. Philadelphia.
P. 8.

car Numerous certificates of
be furnished.

a

similar character

might

Poor Richard** Eye and Ear Water

*

Best

pathizer.

dressing

Agents

F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale

Agents.
MRS. M.G.
novl3 d6in

BROWN, Proprietor,
No. 410 Arch

undersigned,

Administrator of the estate of
Daniel W. Authoir.e, late of Windham iu the
C
of
umbei
County
laud, deceased, hereby gives public notice that he will sell at public or private sale,
to a license from the Probate Court for said
ountv, on Thursday. January Dt, 1**58, at one o’»
clock P. M., at the residence ol Kibridge .-avw ard,
in said Windham, tin* following described real estate
situate in said Windham, and belonging to the estate
of said deceased, viz: “Seven-ninth* part of eleven
acres of woodland owned in common and undivided
with Amos Anthoiuc, together with the reversion
the widow'* dower.”
JOHN WEBB, Adnunif'r.
Windham. Nov. 26. 18®.
w8w28»

THE

be

supplied

at

wholesale prices by ad-

JOHN M. TODD. Portland, Me.

Tumor's American Uxpross.
PARCELS, Packages,and all other
articles usually sent by Express
will be forwarded between this
city,
N.

St. John,

B., and all parts of the Provinces, with

eh.
The subscriber solicits

despat

t

he

patronage

of the

public

ANSEL LoniKOP. Agent.
Portland. Sept. 80,1862.
d2m

St., Philadelphia.

AtliiiiiiiwirsttorS Sale*

can

Oct. 23 d&w tf.

Tube* 6 Cents.
H. H. HAY and W.

Dyo!

coloring Hair in the world. I say it boldlv, and
mean it.
And sav forther, that if any one
buys mv
Dye, and after trying, does not like ft, I will refund
the mouey on returning mo the bottle with one halt
its contents.
I do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel symFor

a

Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisDim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Noise in the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia, with ail kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in Shis city. Price 26 cents feu Bottle.
eased

Attend!

AFTER

Eyes,

Is truly

Book,

Card &

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT^THE

Fursuaut

OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

Pl«*r and mantle mirrors.
Oval, Square
Eliptical frames, with
WITH
Rosewood, Black Walnut
(>ilt finish made
of
si/e.
or

or

to

4}

at short

persons' pictures taken at

order,
any
style
design, of new and
elegant patt-ms; also cheap Looking Glasses and
elates re-set in old frames, bv
MORRISON & CO., 26, Market Square.
or

1

TV' Vou

can

ofbee.

Seed*.
uty Linseed 16c p bu.,
(\inary SI P 6m., Mustard 3<* p lb.
I! erds liras*..£21 @
V 'estern Clover..
lAc@
II ed Top .£3 6 3j
I. Inseed.3 a

A

Portland,

To

GriiidutonrM.
C snary.S](a) 4
Duty Rough—free.
Rough, p ton_£17520 Sugar.
I Dressed. 30,5:35 A uty: ^/••/ado2c,notfabore
Gunasirdrr.
Xo. 12 21c, abort- Xo. 12
Duty Valued at less than ami hot abort lb 3c,above
20c p lb 6c. over 20c 6c
Xo. 15 and not abort 20
31c. above Xo. 20 and rep tb and 20 Pc ad ral.
fined 4c p lb.
Blasting.£4‘« 5
Rifle and Sporting 5]•« 7| 1' ortlaud A.91(6)
lla

9?

do.
A A
o1
Presss’d p net T.S13]516
do.
Yellow.. none.
Loose.16 'a 164 F xtra Yellow.none.
> uscovado.lOi(„ 114
IIi«l«*«i and SUina*
do.
in bond.S' «9
Duty 10 |*c ad ral.
Slaughter Hides.. 64®74c I avana Brown..
10? 612
Calf Skins.11513
do.
White
126134
> ew 1»-leans. 1 r
Calcutta Cow—
Slaughtered.. 1 80H 200 ( rushed.14 (3141
fl reeti Salt.160 « 1 75 < ranulated.: .14 (5:144
1205130 1 owdered.14 gl-U
Dry.
Sheep Pelts, < Jr’n.95® *11 Ta How.
Tat tow 1 pc. Soap
00 / uty
Sheep Pelts, Dry
Stock 10 pc ad cal.
Hops*
v.

_

.75^1

;

Temple Street,

corner

EXCHANGE STREET,

left »t the counting-room of the
Daily Free,
Milne Stale Preee. head of int Sight of
etalr.,
will be promptly attended to.
Order,

and

The office is .applied with

-ta

FA8T PRESSES AHD STEAM POWER
And ite

•tyle

capacity and thciHtiea for doing work In good
equal to any in the City or State.

are

N. A. FOSTER * CO.
dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

STEAM

Book and Job

POWER

Printing Office,

No. 82i EXCHANGE

F

Block.

ox

DR. HUGHE**.
Middle, Portland.

STREET,

Second Floor*.

■

PORTLAND, MAINE.

of

EARNESTLY caution all young men suffering
from Nervous
Debility, Ac ", against endangering

1

their health

by patronising

anv

of the

advertising

quacks. You cau fully recover V the methods used
by the Advertiser, and ty hundreds of others, and
in 50 other way.
Read a letter which 1 will send
you if you will send nu. a postpaid euvelope bearing
your address. Direct to
EDWARD U TRAVER,
ocl6d&w3m
Lock Box. Boston. Mass.

The Proprietor* of the Pobtlawd Diiit Pave
reepectlhlly inrite attention to their IkciUtie* forex*.
enttar, la beantiful .tyle, erery deeerlptioa of

BOOA AND

JOB PRINTING

Their Establishment is fbrnished
wi|h all the ap.
proved modern machinery, and their assortment of

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Ouc

76
18,560 00

201,087 (X)
4.100 00
16,569 70
32.1& 43

transit,

Total Assets,

11.743 20
2.457 24

9333,474 07

LIABILITIES:
Losses unpaid, not adjusted,
310,298 00
Other claims against the Company—None.
Prem

urn

Weekly

connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
Pa*«age to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:

rates.

Third Class, 835
First Class. 877 to
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursiou ticket* ty the World's Fair, out aud

back, 818d.

Apply

Edraonstone, Allan k Co Montreal, or to
J. L. FARM UK
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

to

-or the-

Company

jum-

OK HARTKOHD, COXX,
On the 1st day of November—made in conformity to
the laws of Maine.

sd. leoz.

The

Assets,

47,900 00
80,814 35

17,600

THE NEATEST MANNER.

Billet* A Circulars In Erery variety of
Typo,

BAXKCBICkS, NOTES, AM BILLS «F LAJ1M.

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES k GLUTENED
WHEN DESIRED.

Policies Printed and

Deeds, Law Briefs,
An<l othnr

LAW

John

Shippers

are

Printing,
Executed In taete to tuit the

moet

fastidious.

before 3 P.

Poi tland.
For freight

,

requested to send their freight to the i
M., on the day that she leaves

DOCUMENTS executed vita

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

nods forw arded

s earner

Equity Cases,

Da patch

by this line to and from Montreal, i
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta. Eastport and St. i
<.

43
70
00
00

Bound Lor

Insurance Companies.

Steamship

Rooms.

no

losses, $43,875

Dated at Hartford,
\
This 6th day of November,1832. 1
S. L. LOOM IS,

fast

comfortable route for travellers betweeu New York
and Maine. Passage $6.00, including Fare and State

00

$533,050 33

Amount of Premium Notes—None.
Amount of Liabilities for unadjusted

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
This vessel is fitted up with fijie accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and

$305,975 75

12.200
19.540
5^.495
£8.724
1,900

and

will until farther notice run
S^^T^^Crowkll,
follows

VIZ:

Bank Stocks—market value,
State and City and other Stocks—market
value.
U. S 7 3-10 Treasury Notes,
Loans on mortgages of Real Estate,
Loans on Bank Stocks,
Cash on hand and in Banks
Amount due from Agents and in transit,
Interest due on Investments,
Real Estate owned by the Company,

splendid

“CHESAPEAKE,** Captain Sidney

Capital Stock, all paid up
$400,000.
Surplus over Capital.$133,050 33,
follows,

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

utr

Portland and ><‘\v Vork Steamers.
m

invested as

Every Variety

Style and Coat.

’892—according

31 Exchange Street.

Phoenix Insurance

Business Curds of

following first-class, power-

BBigfcflTia bohemiax, anglo saxon, nova Mol IAN—will sail from Vu?hec every Saturfor Liverpool, via Londonderry.
day morning, leave
Port laud per Grand Trunk Trains
Passengers
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
nnvlK

ONE of the

m

Dwellings and contents insured for one,

Office

la adequate to do any work demanded in thfc State

Mail Line.

^fui •**t‘-*mers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH
I?
AMERICAN. NORWEgIAN JURA

Applications received. Policies issued, and losses
promptly paid, at the Agency in Portland.
Rates as favorable as other sound Companies.
YEARS, at lowest

Fancy Types,

Thursday, Nov. 18th,
“New Engfand.” ( apt.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO'S

State ot Connecticut,
Hartford ss., Nov. 8.1862.
Sworn to by
A. F. HASTINGS, President,
WM. C. HASTINGS, Sec’y,
Before me,
Stiles String,
Justice of the Peace.

First cla-s

Book and

M O NTHEAL

Notes—None.

THREE or FIVE

AND ST. JOHN.

the Steamer
E. Field, will leave Railroad Wliarf,
foot State Street, every Thursday, at 6 o'clock
1*. M., till further uofice, for East port and St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John everv Monday
mokmno, at 8 o’clock, for Eastport, Portland and
Boston.
Positively no freight received after 4 o'clock
I M. ou the day of sailing.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
EasffMtrt with stagecoaches for Machias. and with
steamer t^ueen for Bobbinston, Calais, St. Stephens
and St. Andrews, and at the latter
plac* over railfor CaH/erturg, Woodstock and
way
Houlton
Stations.
We also ticket through
steam*
rs ana railways
per
for It mdsor, Ha!fax, I)%gby, Fredericton, Sussex,
Moncton. Shediac, J*rince Edward Island, J’ictou,
North Short of New Brunswick, Mirimichi, aud
Bay de Chaleur.
bov 11
c. C. EATON, Agent.

£27.718

««

per W eek.

DN *tnd

22.168 76

••

Trip

EASTPORT, CALAIS

CONDENSED STATEMENT

or passage applv to
EMERY k FOX. BrownVWharf, Portland.
v
H. B. < ROM WELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
dtf
June 23.18 2.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Oar

Styles

are

unsurpassed.

President.

H^NltY KELLOGG, Secretary.

This sound and reliable Company continues to inDwellings, Stores, Merchandize, and other
property, on the most favorable terms.
First class Dwellings,and Furniture therein. taken for one, three or Jive years, at lowest rates.
All losses promptly adjusted and paid at this

SAIL CLOTH.

SHOP

sure on

BLflCHED FLAX DICK,

W. D. LITTLE,

S,

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.
Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated If Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.

E'ST* All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
t ni in t) e tx It manni r.
All order* in city or country person ally attended to’ !

HOMESTEADS FOR

$20.

ALL ITtOXI A O Xos. 1 TO G.

J chased from the Hannibal & St. Joseph KaiKroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoiuitrg the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for tanning and manufacturing purposes,
ami have divided their property into lots and farms.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of $20 each.
Maps, with fill! information, can be had by calling on
EDWARD SHAW, Aprut.
102 Middle Street, Portland.

£. I). MERRILL.

uue

dtf

«e

SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

Portland. June 26. 1*62.

daw

PARTIES.
the

islands, supplied

rutin*
with
Excursionists
at the shortest notice.
stores

Orders solicited.

ALSO ON

mIIE MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have pur-

AKD
*

PLEASURE

Of various descriptions.

15

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

ALL

I’\BL8ACB EDO\\V AS. WITH BED STRIPE,

Oflirr, 31 l'.\< li:iuv«‘ St., Portland.
nov

i. d. nriticiix a. co.,

Agent.

WITH BLIE STRIPES,

(A substitute for Cotton.)

_| Agency.

HORSES FOR SALE—1 would take this opportunity to say that 1 will sell two or three good business
mn 13
horses, VERY cheap.

Juii> BOM).

82 J

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
ow n sex.
A lady of experience iu constant attendee.
julldawtra

provided with

••
"

Estate,

HORSETRAINING!

aug4dlv

the moot libera

on

N.

Niagara Falls.

••

Loans on Bank Stocks,
Cash on hand aud in Banks,
Amount due from Agents and in
Other property of the Company,

Total

I. D. MERRILL.

No. (

Quackery!

FOLLOWS, VIZ:
market value,

Railroad and other Stocks
aud Bonds,
Bank Stocks,
Loans on mortgages of Real

Great Improvement iu

Bath

by addressing

OF HARTFORD, CONN..
the Secretary of the State of Maine, in conformity to law, Nov. 1st. 1882.

United States Stocks,
State and City Stocks,

septlQtf

Water

ENTRANCE

especial

W. D. LITTLE. Agent,
Office 31 Exchange Street.
save money by securing tickets at this

INVESTED AS

TODDS HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
No. 74 Middle, comer of Exchange Street.

3? 3j 311 M B E 3E

particularly

their
accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Reuovatiug Medicine* are ourivalted In efficacy aud superior virtue iu
regulating all
remale Irregularities. Their action is
specific and
certain of pnHlucing relief in a short time.
LA DI ES will limi it invaluable iu all cases of obstructions after all other i* on-dies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing uothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Seut to any part of the country with ftill
directions,

Capital Stork, all paid in, $306,000 00,

FilHE market has been flooded for years with diffbrJ. ent articles called Hair Dyes, which have never
satisfied the expectations oi purchasers. The >k
PLUS cltra has been readied at last in TODD’S
ilAlU DYE, and the article has given entire saristaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and
gives the hair a beaut itYil ridi brow n or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simplr—accompanv each bottle.
One superiority ol Todd’s Lux Softs Hair Dfe over
all others is, you do not have to cleanse the hair or
w ash it before or after
using the dxe, and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can be
put on the -ante
as oil and water, without any trouble, unliko all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to washout the dye after putting it on. Unlike
allotherdyes.it will color long hair, which other
dye* cannot do. Live this new article a trial, as we
know you will use uo other after once
using this.
For sale only at

AFTER many years experience in the
old style, a thorough course of iustructions by 1‘rof.S. ICAithV.and live years
practice in his art. the subscriber will
hold himself iu readiness at his place to tame and
train any Colts or vicious horses to saddle or harness
in the only true way. My motto—"kindness over
cruelty." ( barm reasOi ab e
J W. RoHIXsoX. South Street.
rsrr ersons having ('olts or unruly Horses will
to
their
find it
advaniage to call as above.

be promptly attended to

WUl

Portland.

invites
Ladies who
medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
which they will find arranged for

a

North American Fire Insurance Co.

iverpool.2jg

M ace.8<» (a 90
N utmegs.90 (6 92
P ?Ppor. 25 (626
p imento.22 g24

DRneed

Statement of the

j

Com and Oats 10c.
Rye and Barley 16c. and
if heat 20c p bu. From
Br. Provinces free.
Rve.95® 1 00
Oats.50 (5 55
South Yel. Corn. .80 (a82
Corn. Mixed.78 a80
Bariev.80 ®86
Shorts P ton_822 a 2.3
Fit e Feed.25 ,527

Work,

_dawtf

j

Duty

Job

Jull-dflt wtf8

(Temple .Street,

EV Tickets sold in Cortland at lowest Boston rate

by

Fancy

termi

Infirmary.
thFTadies

to
HUGHES

RAILWAY.

Thi» rn»d i, broad guage End is
New slid Splendid Sleeping Cars.

♦Plain and

Eclectic Medical

a6dtf

and

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE
STS.
FOX BLOCK,

•

Address

HTsend stamp for Circular.

BRYDGES, Managing Director.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

PRESS,

Jaly 17,1861.

DR. J. 11. HUGHES,
( Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

BY THE

consumption,'chronic

j

No.

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse. St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST*

11*lit

Figs, common.... none.
Sy»rch.
New Eleme.18c® 22 A uty: 20 Pc ad val.
Lemons, pbox. £4 25u 1 •ar!.64® 74
Oran res—Havana.
2 60 I* •tato.4 g 44
Raisins.
Shot-piOO lbs 8=9? a 10
Blue pcask.164(510
roP.tioj®
Black.Ss'irtlo H uck. 11 g
Bunch p box. 4105 4 16 Soap.
Laver.426(54 60; A uty 35 pc ad val.
Dates.7 (a 9c, L rathe & Gore’s, Trowbridge k Smith’s ExPrunes.8fgl04j
Flour—Portland insn. tra Xo. Ip lb.. ..9ig 9?
Superfine.8635. 6f F amlly do.8}® 8?
Fancy.64® 64 N *>• 1. 7$ g 8
Extra.6?g 7 IF sgleNo.l.6]<*j 6?
Family.7 M 7} S ar.64<g 6j
Extra Superior_74® 84 C utile.121(616
Western extras... .W® 74 C rane's.9 g94
**
fancy.7Vo 8} Spice*.
superior. 7\fii 84 1. uty: Ginger Pont be.
Ohio extra.7 ® 74 Ground Ginger 8c, Profamily.8 @ 8J per and Pimento 12c,
Canada super No.1. none.
(lores 15c, Cassia lOc,
StLnuisFav Brands.8 @ 9 Cassia Puds 20c, (InnaSouthern III. do do.”4^84
nrnn 26c, Mace and XutPetapsoo Family. .10® 10)j megs 30c p lb.
Rye Flour.. .445. 44 C isi*ia p lb.45 ®47c
Corn Meal.41 tv 44 C loves.83 a 85
Buckw’t FIT p lb 2c,a 2j O inger, (Race,-30 6 31
(■rain*
(• inger. (Africa). .30
81

returned If desired.

mm THROUGH TICKETS

Surgeon.

lj

cured.
Ail correspondence strictly confidential and will

To

*1*
clear.I5l*l6
..

deceased

or

! sanity

summer.

Electiicity
patients

the subscriber ha* wade some important changes
Rooms, which facilitate the making of the

by

will not be able
place* on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that thev wiUdosoat their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what statious fire wood can be carried next

—

in his

constitutibnaJly

Company

*3*^

From Minature to Life size,

Special attention paid
type*. Ambrot^pes. Ac.

Congress

ple

are about to be made, the
to take fire wood from certain

_

itharge.10t*.

nughes has
a
attentiou to
diseases of a certain class.
his nractica^he
During
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instAte
has he met with a failure. The remedies are
mild,
aud there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Uugheaisin constant attendance from 8
in the morning uutil 10 at night, at his office. 6 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure
guaranteed
In all case*. Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail; cures without
dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cures without the disgusting aud sickening effects of
moyt other
remedies: cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either
or
local!v. cau be caused by usiug them.
YOUNG MEN, who" are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in vouth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness'in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes aringiug in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in
consumption or inif neglected, mre speedily aud permanently

_

Via

DAILY

delicacy.

November 1st. 1802, to Mav IsL 1803, the
of freight on all descriptions of lumber
aud timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveved bet ween October 1st.
1802. and May 1st. 1903.
An advance in the ratesof fire wood will take place
next summer, but iu consequence of change* in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which

ERIE

Infirmary.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
PRIVATE
for
number of years confined bis

FROM
rates

C. J.

Cmco Bank,

EsUddished for the treatment of those diseases iM*
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill. Honor and

RAILWAY^

Montreal. August 1.1862.

over

DK. Hl'GIIEV

Eclectic Medical

Notice to Wood and Lumber Merchants.

6$

from the office

the office of the

Drue and

a

tr State A cent for DAVIS & KIDDS MAGNETO-ELECTHIC MACHINES
eodfcwtoctl

AKHANGEXKNT.

GRAND TRUNK

CUSHING,

Directly orer the Magnetic Telegraph Office, Fourth
Story, where all rarietiee of

LAKH OIL,

Paint establishment.

Phillips.
Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth, or Kennebec & Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Sup’t.
Farmington May 6,1S62.
juneSSdtf

anticipated.

Electropathic Physician

KEROSENE OIL,

And all other articles usually kept in

and

BOVXTO.X,

^4

Brownfield,
Bridgton,

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

M

&■

FANCY GOODS.

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND DYE-STUFFS,

Stage leave* Strickland’* Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
and Dixficld; returning
opposite davs.
Stage* leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixficld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays', Thursdays and
Saturdays;
returning opposite days
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vinevard. New
Portland and Kingfiela, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stage** leave Fariniugtou daily, for Strong, Aron

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE

U. P. BURNHAM gives no-k.

J.

K

AND

to

APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, tc.

Dn and after Monday. Mav 5. 1862,
9HE__5B5,raius will leave Portland for Lewiston
and I annington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, ia Brunswick, at 9.15 A M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewis-

ubacJaved.36*36

Hm been removed

IXCLISB, FRENCH AND AIIR1CAS PERFl VERY.

□fiaLfALljLgC

loop*

FOSTER

GENUINE MEDICINES,

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.
RC M VI EIt

IN-

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

13_ALKX

We have introduced several of the justlv celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" to oiir
sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. (tor guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin a son,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

.8?*

~

a new life.
the house, and if
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I would not be without it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
each of those dave.
•ay, forther, that my wife used to suffer severely at
GEORGE E. B. JACKSON, ) n
times from protracted pain in and over her eyes and
IRVING W. PARKER,
f Commissioners.
Portland, Nov. 8.1882.
•helias found Poor Richard's Eye Water a sov- ;
nov8
treign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
relief. (>rateful to God for the benefit that I have
persoually received, I cannot but commend the prepTweuty Years’experience, and vears of
aration to all who have been sufferers like myself.
experiment, 1 have at last found the

I

bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

fully equal

....

LORINC’S DRUG STORE,
novl7
Corner Exchange A Federal Streets.

-DEALER

At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, ftc., ftc.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, lor Hollis,
Limerick,
Oseipee, New Held. ParsonsUeld, Effingham,! reedom,
Madison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish, Porter, ftc
K BAILEY, Sr., Snp’t.

SlFuwhegan.

Oil—for mending
FURNITURE, IVORY, BONE, CROCKERY,
GLASS AND EARTHEN WARE.
It is invaluable for sole ng or patching Boots and
Shoes, and lor cementing Leather Belting it Las no
equal.
ty Only 25 Cents per Bottle, at
or

Limington.

fryeburg, Couway, Denmark, Lovell,

—

Hilton’s

Baldwin, Hiram.

falls,

PRINTING

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.35 and 9.15 A. M. and
3.3U P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M.. and
2.00 and 6.161*. M.
The2.00 P. M. train out, and ths 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with
itasseuger
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saccarappa daily for South Windham. \\ indhain Centre ami Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish, 8teen

ftc., &c.

BOOK

E st.a"blish.ment

□jg3E&S93 Dn and after Monday, November 10,
»Woofer*1- rains will leave as follows, until further

Magnesia

Soda.8j*

The public are reriueeted to call, as we are determined to give guod bargains to those who pay cash.

1#8

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

TESTIMONIALS :
Commercial House, Portland, June 16,1862.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" Into
ray house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
au
easy and healthy bed. I am lifting several kiuds
ot

L !

-AND-

Vork A Cumberland Railroad.

F'roh.oclc,

adapted

1 fiAro

THE

Stages leave
for Wiscas
set. Damariscotta, Waliloboro', Warren, Rockland
mid Thouiastoii.
I*eave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Port laud.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov. 15, 1862.
novl8

weaky.

REMOYA

I

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Bath dailv at .3 .00 P. M.,

37*@

Hard and Soil Hood.

juisitr

nuc.

_

Also, for sale, best quality of Nora Scotia and other

Office, Commercial St.,

K.

Y,

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M.
connecting with the Androscoggin trains at Bruns
w ick for Lewiston, Livermore
Falls, Wilton and Far
mington; and at Augusta with the Somerset ft Ken
nebec Railroad for Vassalboro’, Waterville, Ken
dall’8 Mills and Skowhegan ; and at Kendall's Milli
with the Penobscot ft Kennebec Railroad for Burn
ham, Pittstield. Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston tor all the stations on tin
Kennebec ft Portland, Androscoggiu, and Somerse
ft Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot ft Ken
nebec Railroad, passengers will parchase tickets tc
Kendall’s Mills.

department,

jc

FOR SMITHS’ CSE.
Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give fiatisfactiou

Farmington.

l$c,

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZ ELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN.
JOHN’S,
THE GENUINE LUBBER F,

CUMBERLAND

for the

II A

On and after Wednesday, Nor. 19th
18C2. passenger trains will leave as fol

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston, at 10.46 A
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Aftdroscoggii
Railroad lor Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton um

Under United States Hotel, Portland.

jMN.1 4»a 1 50
I

Liguorice,

WOOD,

CHEAP FOR CASH,

variety

of remedies had been resorted to without success, and 1 entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the

Work Attended

PHOTO GRAPHS

—

Organ* of the

Spring Beds, &c.

Spiral

Orange,

li lid Shook#-

ftchn

-!£&1

f IIHIS desirable mechanical arrangement has now
A been in use ^sutheient length of time to sto w
that it gives entire satisfaction and
actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Sprint} Tied
embracing a little more
of their excelroucies, and yet
happily overcoming all
their detects. It is flexible as hair, and vet *o recuperative as to bring itself into place with great facilito the invalid, the aged and old.
ty. It is
aud all who anger In suffering and weakness.
They
are made of good material warranted
strong aud durable, aud not liable to got out of order.

ouutry Riff Mol.

H.

printing.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

GENERAL AGENT.

spring

H.

...

Patent granted October, 1862.

xD.

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R

Baleing.46 ft50

lo>28 *82 I
[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
dine60c, Toluand Crude 1 iaekuuMack limI am using the 'Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,' aud
< 'amphor&K, Re fined do.
ber, p tuu.10*16
I am very much pleased with it.
4*»c, Tartaric Acid ioc. ■Molnaora,
.10.81 AH U. DRUM3IOND.
Tartar. Citric "hity 6c p gal.
t ’ream
Portland, July 23,1862.
Acid, Shellac, < opal, Da- t *ien fugos.
ma)- and Gums used for I rinklad.40 @ 45
like purposes 10c, Aloes. <
[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Chlorate of do.
do. tart 30 *82
Having used Anderson* Spring Bed Bottom, I can
J‘of ash, Curb.
do. Muscovado.36
eheerfullv recommend it as an excellent article.
*88
6c. Boracic Acid, Yellow »ew Orleans.
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. 6. 1862.
Prussiate Potash and] ortlaud Syrup, hhds.,27
Red do. 10c,
do.
bbls. 30
become
satisfied
of the benefit of the
Having
fully
Oxalic Acid and Sugar Italia*
4Anderson Spring Bed Bottom." I have purchased
of Lead 4c, Asphaltum j hity: Cut lc, Wrought 2c,
three of them at five dollars each, andsdo most cheerand Bi-t'hro. Potash 8c,
Assorted 3c p tb.
Epsom Salts, ( “k- •.4»S4 75 fullv recommend them to the public.
Sci*o
Waterville, May, 1861.
Da. N. R. BOUTELL.
Liguorice Root,Bi-Carb. •Naval Store*.
Stma. Caustic Soda lc; l hiti/ Turpentine, Bogin,
Castor Oil 60c p gal..
Pitch, TariOpe ad raf., ! Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
Morphine 82 4> oz., Al- Spirits Ihirpentiue 15c
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom," and
um 60c 4* ctct.. Copperas,
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
P gal.
60c 4> etc/.. Muriatic Ac-1 ar (foreiguip l-bl.S13.ulG
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thiug
id 10 4>c ad ral., Spong-1 Itch (C'o*l Tar).
of the kind with w hich I am acquainted.
.£4(*
7siw*f iosin.18 a 20
es, Assafastida.
A H ABBOTT.
glass. Ffot+Sulphur,Sen- j urpeutiue Pga! 290*386
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
na, Arnocroot, Ginseng
Oakum.
20 4>c. Bleaching Pour- ) hity: Free.
I have had the unspeakable pleasure of
dt-rs 30c 4> cict., Sago/ mericau.8]<g
sleeping on
9|
one of the ‘'Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms" for the
60c 4>cic/.. Sal Soda and
Oil.
last three weeks, aud must sav it far
Softs Ash
surpasses any4> lb, f rude } htfy: Sperm, Whale and
thing I had
My wife, who is feeble, has
Brimstone S3 and Roll other Fish Oils of forhad no good rest for six months till
do. 86 4* ton, Alcohol 40c
occupying one of
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
these beds. She would not
part with it on anv acV 9al•
rat.. Linseed, Hempsetd
count.
Rkv. JOHN ALLEN.
Alum 4> lb.. .4 @ 6c
and Bane seed 23c p gal.,
40
Farmington, Feb. 28, 1SU2.
Aloe*.
Olive 23c,
Salad 50c,
Arrow Root.17 *40
Palm, Seal and CocoaThe
Bed Bottom I bought of you
Borax.28 @80
nut 10c p gal.
fully merits my
Brimstone (roll).. 44* 6 1 ortland Kerosene
expectations, and is fully up to your hign recommendations.
I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
Bi-Carb. Soda.0] *64 Uluminat’g oil 80 &«5c
desire to improve their sleeping] ai tmeuts.
3 tacliine.80 '* 82
Sulphur.6 i&
4 ( larine.
Ai STAPLES
Sat
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16. 1862.
Camphor.140* 160 ^ perm Winter... 1 98*200
Cream Tartar— 86 *66 \ ► hale, ref. Wint 98 u 1<MJ
do.
Logwood ex.12J* 14
Crude.90 *92
Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,"
I can cheerfaUy recommend it to all who are in need
Magnesia.28 (a36 C rai d llank and
of such an article; and I believe it to be
Ii.duo, M’la. flue 814* 2
Hay Chaleur,>24 *26
superior to
anything of the kind now in use.
Madder.17c* 18 .*« bore.22 *25
Waterville. April 12, 1862.
Rkv. E. HAWKS.
Opium.881* 9 l inseed.91 32*136
Rhubarb.200* 226 1 oiled.136*140
Alcohol. 87 *96 1 ardOil.1 u5al lo
Testimonials similar to the above have been reFluid.1 10 (81 26C live Oil.175A180
ceived from the proprietors of the following public
( astor Oil.2 96 *2 10
Caraphene. 290 ®
housesSaltpetre.11 *28 > eatsfoot Oil_105* 1 12
i'enobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Vitriol.12 t*
Onions
Franklin House. Bangor.
I) re wood a.
4 bbl.83 J a 3$
House,
Skowhegan
4 bush.1 2<Aal 25
7>ti/|t: Free.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Fh int*.
Barwood.2i<®
Winthron House,*Wiuthrop.
18 ®
/ 'uty: On White L ad dry
Brazil Wood
Elmwood House, Watemlle.
Camwood.4>@ 4* or ground in oil and Bed
I.itchtield Comer House.
Fustic, Cuba.2 * 2* Lead 92 40 p 100 lbs,
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Savan villa. l’@ 2
Revere House. Vassalboro.
Litharge 2*c, Oxide qf !
Zinc 2^c p lb, 1'Prussian
ilallowell House, Hallo well.
Hypemic.4}@ 6
Blue, f ermition, Chrome
China House, China.
Logwood,
( ampeachy.2 @24
Yellow, Venetian Ued'&,
Franklin House. Augusta.
St. Domingo.1|* 2
Spanish Brown dry 20.
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
Extract Logwood.124*14
in oil 3u pc ad cal., YelA bbott’s School Fannin gton
Nic
Wood. *
low and other Ochre*50©
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent's Hill.
Peach
lQU lbs, Paris White
4}
P
.8J@
iull7d&w6m
••
Red
3j dru 60c. in oil 8160,
Whit nig 50c P 100 lbs.
.2 *
Sapan
Quercitron Bark. 2«* 2* 1J ’ti’d Lead, in oil.810*
Red Sanders. 8*6 b ewis Lead,
10>«10$
B uston Lead.
Duel*.
9$«
DR. II. J.
F rench Zinc,
Duty 80 &c ail ral.
lt>«10$
A mer. Zinc,
Havens.45c@
8*8$
and
K ochelle Yellow. 3 *
Portland, No. 8. 9" *>
3$
E iia. Yen. Ked_3 * 3]
No. 10. 66 @
RESIDENCE AND OFFICE
b
Navy, S’r, No. 3 89
No. 10 65
K ed Lead.10*
No. 369
Street,
Me.
Tent Duck,
Planter.
Where he will treat all c’asses of Diseases
/ uty : Free.
U. S. 10 oz.66 @
bv
ol
P 9i ton Soft.176*178
application
12 or.66
Electricity and the most
ftPP,ove<1 remedies.
H ard.1 60*162
Fen hern.
O round.500*660
Duty 80 4*c att ral.
DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.
Live Oecse V lb. .60 @55
Froviaion*.
L uty Beef and Pork lc,
Russia.25 *
Dr. Boynton’s operations and cures on these deliFish.
Lard, Bacon and Hams
cate organs have Leon most successful, and many of
Duty For 100 Tb*foreign 2c, Butter and Cheese 4c
them ot a remaikab.e character. Dr. B. having testcaught
Herring 8 1. p tb.
ed the advantage! of
for the past nfleen
Mackerel 82, Salmon 83: C IFgo Mess Beef.812 *14
wars, upon thousands of
in 1 hiladelpbia
and all other pickled in P irtland do.
12J/*18
ai d other cities of the United States, is
bbls. 81 6o 4* bbl., other-1* tl’d ext. do.
prepaseu to
.14*14$
trea ail diseases of whatever nature with unrivalled
wise 60c 4* etc/. From P irk, extra clear
16$
success.
The following are among the diseases which
P irk,
Provinces free.
Dr. B. has been emit eutly successful in treating:
P irk,iness. 13<*14
Cod large 4* qut..84@
Catarrh,
catarrh, diseases of
small. 8u 8j 1‘ irk, extra do
181*14$
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, diseases of
Pollock. 2j* 24 l’ irk, l’rime.
the
in
all
their
lungs
forms,
gravel in all its forms,
Haddock, .li* 1* h ound Hogs.6J
diseases 01 urinary organs, diabetes, incontinence of
il am*.lo* 1 lc
Hake.14 *
the urine, dropsy, blindness, amaurosis, carat
net,
Uerriue.ShoreVblA * 4J C Ity Smok’d llams.none.
scrofulous-ophthalmia* ulcers of long star.ding, nrer’
do. Labrador., none,
Produce.
curial soies, tumors, scrofula in all its forms, cancel,
do. Scaledt»bx.fl0@86c B sef p c.u’r p tb 5 <5
7$
erysipelas, diseases of the skin, canker, piles, tremor
do. No. 1
26*30 E lys. p dor.18 *19
r bold a, liver complaint,
dyspepsia, diseases of the
P • fatoes. pbbl.Sl
Mackerel 4» bbl.,
1 60
kidney s, stone, &c., aU spinal diseases, curvatures,
C
No.
1.8104*11
liickens,
8
Ba>
Spring *10
sciatica,
diseases,
hip
neuralgia, rheumatism in all its
Bay No. 2.7h@ 8 L *nib .5 * 8
lo:ms, deafness, muscular, contiaction, white swellBav No. 8.64 n 6 T iiKies
y « 12
all
uterine
ings,
weaknesses,
leucorrhoea, fluor albus,
Shore No. 1 ...104* 11 t*
.9 glO
"
whites, tits. To the above might be added a long list
2.
r7i* 7? V pal.none.
of
diseases
which
Dr.
B.
has
treated
with eoual sucdo. (medium). 44*4jjP ck les, p bbl.... 97$g 84
cess.
All FEMALE COMPLAINTS treated with
(tn
fra Si
Rice.
success, care and strict attention.
A uty
Fruit*
Cleaned lie, PadD. B. lias many testimonials of important recoverDuty: Lemons, Oranges, dy ?c p lb.
ies under his treatment, which can be seen
Let‘tatta and Plantains R Ice p it.6Jg 74
by calling
on him at his rooms.
2U Pc ad ral.. Almonds
Rum.
;y“Dr. Boynton, having ftill instruction from Dr.
4c. and Shelled do. 6c l> 1* >rtl«t d disfillod.63 g55c
Colton for generaling and administering the Silb. Nuts and Dates 2c Snleraius.
tr>>us Oxide, nr ExhUerating (.as, is now readv to
P tb. Currants, Figs. 8: iletatua p lb_64® 7c
administer this Oas to those who mav wish to inhale
Plums, Prunes and Rai- Salt.
it for the cure of Neuralgia, Diseased Lung-. Ac.
sins 6c p lb. Citron 80 A uty In bulk 18c, and in
nov29
w 7
baas 24c p-lO0 lbs.
pc ad cat.
Almonds—Jordan p lb.
T irk’s Is., p lilid.
Son Shell.16 (5,20c
(8 bus.).S2?@ 3
TODD’S LUX SOLIS
Shelled.26 ®30 L
2J
Currauta.15 5 16 C »dir...none
U
A
T -D
1—\
T 7-m
v
Citron.42 ®45 S icks Salt.none.
Pea Nuts.S2fa2j (i r'd Rutter Salt. 22 g
Anise and

Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.

POOR RICHARD'S

"JV'O

Potash Ibc/'autharides.
Mas tic. Ipecac, 1th uba rb.
Cardamons, Oil Lemon,

Tables, Ac.

“.40 ft

SPRING BED BOTTOM!

Head*,city.

/.

flax

ANDERSON’S

3}

I

a

EYE Sr EAR

kk,«t

..

Petulent, impa-

have been a bath oj
one would think the fluid
mouth
and nose and eyes and
had invaded their
ears, and had been absorbed by every pore of
their sensitive skins. In a condition like this,
I have seen them bent over the parental knee
and their persons subjected to blows from tlie
parental palin; and they have emerged from
the infliction with tlie vinigar all expelled, and
their faces shining like the morning—the transition complete aud satisfactory to all the parties. Three-quarters of tlie moods that men
aud women find themselves In are just as much
under the control of tlie will as this. The man
who rises in the morning, with his feelings all
bristling like the quills of h hedgehog, simply
needs to be knocked down. Like a solution
of certain salts, he requires a rap to make him
crystallize. A great many mean things are
done In the family for which moods are put
forward as tlie excuse, when tlie moods themselves are the most inexcusable tbinguf all.
A man or a women in tolerable lieallMus no
moral right to indulge in an unpleasant mood,
or to depend upon moods for tlie performance
of the duties of life. It' a bad mood come to
such persons as these, it is to be shaken off by
a direct effort of the will, under all.circumstances.—[Timothy Titcomb's Lessoua in Lite.
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tieul, quarrelsome, they cannot be spoken to or
touched without producing an explosion of ill-
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Clouds would grow in the quietest mind.
And make it unmeet to mix with its kind,
Were nature less wise as a mother;
And with storms like ours tlitre must flutter out
From the bosom, the hoarderi-up darkness aud doubt,
The excess of our love lor each other 1
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You see that we love one another so well,
That we can Ai d more comfort than you can tell
In Jingling our bells and corgis;
In the fiercer lights of a world so drear,
We keep our
spirits so close and clear
That we need such trivial quarrels.
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So then we could talk with the power to please;
And though the passing of storms like these
Leaves a certain fond facility
Of
easily angry again,
Yet they tree the heart and rebuke the brain.

an
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THE PUBLIC

Then she, as a woman, much braver became.
And tried to bear the whole weight of the blame,
By her kindness, her
When, seeing her humble, ana knowing ber true,
I all at once became bumble, too,
And very contrite aud loving.

but

known

OF

Yet the storm was over in less than an hour,
And was followed soon by a sunny shower,
Aud that again by embraces;
Yet so little the moaning was understood
That we almost felt a*l anted to be good,
wore a

years has the well
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And would never have dreamed that a storm like this
Would be rainhow’d to tears bv that sunlight, a kiss,
Till we talked in the old fond fashion.

And
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